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Update on the corona pandemic – huge differences between individual
countries. The global number of new COVID-19 infections continues to
rise. Germany and many other western European countries have
sustainably brought down infection rates. Other countries such as the US
and large EMs still register strongly rising infections.
How deep is your trough? Daily activity trackers suggest that the economy
turned at the end of April as lockdown measures were gradually lifted. But
we still expect a double-digit decline in Q2 GDP. The EUR 130 bn fiscal
package was somewhat above our earlier expectations but does not
change our GDP forecast, especially as still-prevailing pandemic
uncertainties might curtail the economic impact of the package. But upside
risks to our -9% GDP forecast for 2020 have (somewhat) increased.
Public finances. After the “Bazooka” comes the “Wumms” – Berlin kicks
it into high gear to support the economic recovery. Given the extent of the
COVID-19 crisis, another large stimulus program was certainly necessary.
We reckon that the additional fiscal impulse from the package is smaller
than its volume of EUR 130 bn. The additional fiscal burden for 2020 (on top
of our fiscal deficit projection until now) will be possibly “only” in the
magnitude of EUR 25 bn. As a result, we increased our 2020 fiscal deficit
projection only moderately to 9.5% of GDP (from 8.7%).
Global trade: More protectionism after corona. In global trade some green
shoots have emerged. We expect global goods trade to decline by 13.6% in
2020 followed by +7.5% in 2021. Exports of developed Asian economies
have recovered strongly, while Asian EMs are still struggling. The
divergence between EMs and DMs could be a blueprint for the economies
in Europe and the Americas.
Going on holiday during the corona crisis: Fewer and shorter trips, higher
preference for destinations in Germany. During the corona summer,
Germans will probably travel less and for shorter periods of time than in
former years. Destinations in Germany and in the neighboring countries,
which are only a car journey away, look set to benefit. The total amount
spent by Germans abroad is likely to decline by 10-20% in 2020.
The view from Berlin: German politics go European. On July 1, Germany
will take over the six-months rotating EU presidency. The agenda will be
dominated by a review of the EU’s crisis management, agreement on the
Recovery Fund, and the medium-term budget as well as hammering out the
final post-Brexit relations with the UK. Hopes are high that with Germany’s
weight among EU members and Merkel’s reputation for pragmatic dealmaking these pressing issues will be resolved as soon as possible.
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Key Economic Forecasts
Figure 1: Economic Forecasts
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Figure 2: Forecasts: German GDP growth by components, % qoq; annual data % yoy
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Update on the corona pandemic – huge differences between
individual countries
n

While in the EU the pandemic seems to be largely under control, elsewhere
the number of new daily COVID-19 infections continues to rise. Thus, the
pandemic is far from over or under control.

n

We distinguish between three different groups of countries with regard to
the current pandemic phase: (1) Countries that so far have managed to
bring down the infection rate sustainably and consequently managed to
contain the first wave. (2) Countries that continue to register a high growth
rate of new daily infections and are still going through the first wave. (3)
Countries that are already experiencing a second wave with a rise of new
infections after they had brought down daily infection rates for a longer
time.

n

Germany and many other western European countries belong to the first
group. The United States, Brazil, and India are examples for the second
group.

The corona pandemic – it ain't over till the fat lady sings
On a global scale, the number of new daily COVID-19 infections continues to rise.
Thus, the pandemic is far from over or under control. At the latest reading, the
number of confirmed infections exceeds 9 million people worldwide. The death toll
is approaching 500,000. However, the coronavirus has been affecting individual
countries to a different extent from the very beginning of the outbreak. We
distinguish between three different groups of countries with regard to the current
infection process:

Figure 3: Continental Europe
managed to flatten the curve better
than the UK did

1.

Countries that so far have managed to bring down the infection rate
sustainably and consequently managed to contain the first wave.

2.

Countries that continue to register a high growth rate of new daily
infections and are still going through the first wave.

300

Countries that are experiencing a second wave with a rise of new infections
after they had brought down daily infection rates for a longer time.
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3.

Group 1: (Western) Europe, China, South Korea, Japan, Australia,
Canada
In the past few weeks, most western European countries – including Germany –
managed to keep the daily growth rate of new infections at a quite low level. Despite
an increasing reopening of the economic and social life and a relaxing of travel
restrictions within the EU, the number of active COVID-19 cases has been declining
quite steadily. There are no bottlenecks in the health sector. Testing capacities have
been ramped up. Germany, France, Italy, Spain, and other continental European
countries belong to this group. The UK was able to flatten the curve a few weeks
later than the aforementioned countries. Outside of Europe, China, South Korea,
Japan, Australia and some other countries have performed similarly well or even
better in containing the corona pandemic. However, new cases are recorded here
as well, albeit at a low level.
Regarding Germany, there have been local outbreaks, for instance in several meatprocessing plants. This is why the absolute number of new infections has increased
again of late. However, immediate tracking and tracing measures by public health
authorities as well as quarantine rules have so far prevented major outbreaks

Deutsche Bank AG/London
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Figure 4: China and South Korea
successful in fighting the coronavirus
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beyond such local hot spots. The risk of a second nationwide wave of new infections
is therefore very low at this point. Many counties have reported no or only a handful
of new infections during the last few days.

Group 2: United States, Latin America, India, Russia, Africa, and others
Despite the fact, that the first COVID-19 cases were confirmed back in February in
many countries of this group and despite significant lockdown measures, these
countries have not managed to flatten the curve of new infections on a national level
– at least not as much as western European countries, China, or South Korea. The
US is the country with the highest number of confirmed COVID-19 cases (roughly
2.5 million) and fatalities (approaching 130,000). While some federal states such as
New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Illinois have been quite successful in
bringing the daily growth rate of new infections down below 0.5% (similarly to
western Europe), other states such as California, Texas, and Florida haven’t seen
any flattening of the curve yet. This is not about a second wave, but rather these
states are in the middle of the first one. In fact, the number of daily cases is
accelerating in some states. At the same time, lockdown measures are being
relaxed even though the number of active cases is still rising.
Apart from the US, Latin America (Brazil, Peru, Chile, Mexico), India, Russia,
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and many countries in Africa (e.g., South Africa, Egypt)
register high numbers of daily infections and growth rates, respectively. The good
news, however, is that the number of people who have recovered from a COVID-19
infection exceeds the number of active cases in many of the aforementioned
countries (even though not yet in the US). Russia shows a steady but slow decline
of daily infections, albeit at a high level. Sweden also belongs to the second group
because daily infections trend upwards.

Figure 5: Continued growth of new
infections in the US
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Figure 6: Sharp increase in new
infections in emerging markets
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Group 3: Iran, Israel, Bulgaria – some countries at risk
A few countries had been able to significantly reduce the growth rate of daily new
COVID-19 infections for a certain time but now face an increase or higher numbers
again. These increases are not (only) attributable to local outbreaks but most largely
the result of a relaxation of lockdown measures. Iran is a case in point for such a
development. However, a second wave can also be observed in some smaller
countries. New daily infections in Israel or Bulgaria have been higher during the last
few days than they had been in May. Turkey registered an increase in mid-June.
However, it is probably too early to call this development a second wave. Croatia
had less than one confirmed COVID-19 case per day on average between late May
and mid-June. However, the country saw an increase back to double-digit new
infections per day of late. The main reason could be a local outbreak, though.
Moreover, the absolute level is still very small. Still, it shows that a second wave
cannot be ruled out as long as the virus exists.

Figure 7: Second wave in Iran
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How deep is your trough?
n

Daily activity trackers suggest that the economy turned at the end of April
as lockdown measures were gradually lifted. But we still expect a doubledigit decline in Q2 GDP.

n

The EUR 130 bn fiscal package was somewhat above our earlier
expectations, but not by an extent requiring on upward revision to our H2
GDP forecast. Especially as still prevailing pandemic uncertainties might
curtail the economic impact of the package.

n

But we acknowledge that upside risks to our -9% GDP forecast for 2020
have (somewhat) increased.

International environment: Between a Chinese V and a European
swoosh?
Our Asian colleagues have turned more optimistic, in particular, regarding the
Chinese recovery. Following a further leap of the composite PMI to 54.5 in May and
encouraging industrial and export data they lifted their Q2 GDP forecast from -2.5%
yoy to +3.0% or +12.2% qoq, after the economy slumped by 10.8% in Q1. For H2
they are expecting quarterly growth rates of about 2%. The more dynamic rebound
should result in an annual growth rate of 1.1% in 2020 compared to a 1.1% decline
expected so far.
In the US data have been a mixed bag. Consumer spending recovered more strongly
than expected. But this was the result of a boost to particularly lower-income
households’ spending provided by (temporary) support from stimulus checks and
expanded unemployment insurance. Other parts of the economy such as
manufacturing or housing saw a more-muted rebound. Moreover, high-frequency
indicators suggest the cyclical progress is slowing. Still, the latest reading of DB’s
Q2 GDP tracker stands at -36% (qoq, annualized) providing some modest upside for
our official forecast of -38.4%. All in all, the chances for a slightly better-thanexpected recovery have somewhat increased, but the worsening trend in new
infections in some key states still makes us cautious.
Figure 8: COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (100 = Strictest response)
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In the Eurozone, COVID-19 has largely been brought under control and lockdowns
in all countries have by now been substantially eased. June flash PMIs jumped back
to 47.5 after marking an all-time low of 13.6 in April. Industrial output in the major
Deutsche Bank AG/London
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EMU countries (ex Germany) fell by slightly more to 1/3 yoy in April, retail sales by
slightly less. It remains unclear, though, just how far activity plunged during the
lockdown. Our -18% qoq forecast for Q2 GDP likely overestimates the size of the
COVID-19 shock. However, some data imply the -12% qoq consensus forecast
might be too optimistic. The COVID-19 hole is deep. Various indicators suggest that
activity has climbed halfway out of this hole. If we convert GDP forecasts into levels,
we are assuming activity recovers to about 85% of normal by the end of Q2. The next
stage of normalization — getting activity from 85-90% of normal back to 100% —
will be slower. The momentum we are currently observing is likely distorted
upwards by pent-up demand. Many of the second-order costs of the shock, such as
business failures and the conversion of (hidden) partial unemployment into (visible
and more costly) full unemployment, will materialize with a lag and potentially drag
on private demand amid uncertainty and increased savings. At the same time,
important parts of the economy will still not be able to operate at full capacity
because of social-distancing rules. ).

Figure 9: Monthly indicators

Figure 10: Foreign orders & global IP
(LEI)
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Germany: Q2 GDP slump – maybe slightly less severe than feared six
weeks ago
The recovery of sentiment indicators in May and June supports the view that April
should have marked the trough for hard monthly data such as industrial production
or retails sales. In June, the ifo business climate regained more than half of its 21.8
slump experienced between February and April. The Composite PMI even made up
some 85% of the Feb-Apr loss. Our standard bridge models for GDP based on the
quarterly averages of these sentiment indicators therefore predict rather marginal
declines between 2% and 3% for Q2 GDP. However, the improvement in the ifo
business climate so far was almost exclusively driven by the expectations
component (+21.9). Export expectations have more or less made up for the COVID19 slump, rising from a trough of -50.7 (April) to -2.3 in June (average in the
preceding 6 months was -1.8). However, the assessment of the current situation
mustered a meagre 1.9 increase (in the PMI survey, the rebound of the more current
and the more forward-looking components did not show such differences). In
manufacturing, the assessment of the current situation reached its nadir of -43.1
(balance) only in May and failed to leave this rock-bottom level in June. Historically
the current assessment is an inferior predictor of current quarter GDP, clearly
outperformed by the overall index and the expectations component. But given the
current circumstances, the message provided by the current assessment should
probably not be dismissed.
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Figure 11: German confidence
indicators - turning upwards
standardised
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Figure 12: German truck traffic index:
The gap is closing

Figure 13: Germany: Actual electricity
demand
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High-frequency activity trackers provide a more positive picture
With the first easing of lockdown measures on April 20th and the more
encompassing second step on May 6th the gradual recovery of economic activity is
also evident in the various daily and weekly activity trackers. However, daily activity
trackers more closely related to industrial production such as truck traffic data
(which is also influenced by the reopening of national borders) or electricity
consumption (which does not include many large industrial sites using their inhouse power plants) are still hovering between 5% and 10% below their pre-COVID19 levels (see charts 12 and 13).
Figure 14: Google mobility index
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Individual mobility with regard to driving and walking is back to pre-COVID-19
levels in the trackers provided by Apple and Google. While Apple data suggest that
mobility has risen above baseline in Germany, weekly Google data still shows a gap.
Moreover, both datasets show that transit (public transport) activity is
underperforming, i.e., driving and walking activity is probably boosted by
substitution effects. Pedestrian counts on major shopping streets have reverted
back to normal levels. However, according to the association of textile retailers
costumer traffic in the shops is still some 20 to 25% below normal.1 People still

1

https://www.handelsblatt.com/dpa/wirtschaft-handel-und-finanzen-trotz-corona-die-kundenkehren-allmaehlich-in-die-innenstaedte-zurueck/25948246.html?ticket=ST-2253165ca7E6xxxvF5DX5nAfrMO-ap6
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seem to limit their shopping to the really necessary goods. Moreover, with the
temporary VAT reduction becoming effective by midyear, purchases of big-ticket
items will certainly be postponed until July.
The Bundesbank has created a weekly activity tracker (WAI)2 which combines
survey data, high-frequency activity as well as Google searches using specific key
words. The indicator, which has been designed to estimate the average GDP growth
of the last 13 weeks versus the preceding 13 weeks bottomed out in mid-June. The
usage of 13 week moving averages obviously implies that the index delivers only a
delayed turning signal. The predicted GDP decline had reached -7 ¼% GDP in the
second week of June before the drop narrowed to -6 ¼% in the third week. It has
to be expected that the index will be less accurate if the GDP swings are extreme as
currently observed, as was evident in the clear underestimation during the 2009
period. The latest reading of the index covers the week from March 23rd (when the
“hard” lockdown started) to June 21st. Activity, however, already slowed sharply in
the week before March 23rd. As rock-bottom weeks are now shifting into the basis
period (i.e., the previous 13-week period) the comparison will look better. The effect
is also driven by “more normal” weeks feeding into the actual 13 week period. As
a result, the index should continue to improve in the next weeks, adding to our
concerns that it provides a too optimistic picture regarding the Q2 GDP decline.

Figure 15: GDP & Weekly Activity
Indicator
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All in all, our guesstimate from early May of a 14% qoq GDP decline in Q2 looks by
now somewhat too pessimistic. More recent forecasts (dating from the 2nd half of
June) see a slump between close to 10% (Bundesbank, Council of Economic
Experts) and 13% (IfW and RWI). Given the uncertainties these more-recent
forecasts do not present, however, a substantially different view. For the first time
the Statistical Office will publish its flash estimate already 30 days after the end of
the reporting period (i.e., on July 30th), the time gap used to be 45 days so far. This
means that the Q2 flash estimate will have to rely even more on predictions for
missing June data than so far. Hence, the more detailed release published at the end
of August could see bigger-than-normal revisions.

V-shaped recovery in H2 still not expected
Although Q2 GDP should have shrunk by 10% maybe more, activity started to
improve already during the course of the quarter. If continued the statistical
overhang (the fact that the GDP level at the end of Q2 most likely was considerably
above the Q2 average) should ensure a substantial GDP increase in Q3. To what
extent the improvement will continue during Q3 depends on the trend in the
pandemic, i.e. will the development in current hot spots be brought under control
and can new flare-ups elsewhere be avoided or contained. This will impact the
German economy through 3 channels: 1) The recovery of external demand, 2) the
rebound in investments spending and 3) the normalization in private consumption.

Flare-up of the pandemic could severely limit the fiscal package’s
growth impact
Channel 1 is subject to significant risks since it is not clear wheter the rise in new
infections in major countries such as the US will lead to renewed lockdowns and to
what extent trade relations will be hampered if infection rates differ significantly on
both sides of the Atlantic. Channels 2 and 3 are also key for the impact EUR 130 bn
fiscal package announced in June. In our GDP forecast from early May we already

2

https://www.bundesbank.de/en/statistics/economic-activity-and-prices/weekly-activity-index/
weekly-activity-index-for-the-german-economy-833976
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assumed a fiscal package of up to EUR 100 bn. So the EUR 130 bn package
announced in June does per se hardly alter our forecast. The impact of the package
is more skewed towards H2 2020 with an economic impact of about 1% of GDP in
2020 and about ½% in 2021.3 However, the financial resources of the fiscal
package used in 2020 are in part coming from other budgetary items which have
not been used to the expected extent and provide therefore no additional impulse.
How consumers will respond to the temporary reduction in the VAT rates in H2 2020
(which will increase their real purchasing power by about 1 ½%) depends on their
confidence regarding the economic outlook and their individual employment
situation. If uncertainties remain high consumers might not bring big ticket
purchases forward – as intended by policymakers. The tentative improvement in
business sentiment (ifo, PMI) will only continue if renewed pandemic uncertainties
can be kept at bay. If, for example, the improvement in export expectations as
evident in the June ifo survey is undermined by concerns about COVID-19 in
important export markets, corporates might not use possible tax savings provided
by the more generous deprecation rules and rather sit on their hands regarding new
investment.

Not sufficient evidence to revise quarterly growth rates for Q3 and Q4
Given these uncertainties we do not see that the fiscal package is improving the H2
outlook enough to require an upward revision of our quarterly GDP forecasts of 6%
for Q3 and 2% for Q4. But we do acknowledge that upside risks have somewhat
increased.
Stefan Schneider, (+49) 69 910-31790

3

https://www.bundesbank.de/resource/blob/834276/8fd4a5ab552c6179e4982f459b6d108c/
mL/2020-06-projektion-data.pdf
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Public finances: After the “Bazooka” comes the “Wumms” –
Berlin kicks it into high gear to support the economic
recovery
n

To support the recovery and secure Germany’s future, the government has
kicked into high gear by paving the way for a multi-billion fiscal package. In
early June, it announced two fiscal programs with a total volume of EUR
130 bn (3.8% of GDP in 2019) for 2020/21. Given the extent of the COVID-19
crisis another large stimulus program was certainly necessary. Even if the
direct economic impact might be limited due to various leakage effects, the
positive psychological effect should not be underestimated. Overall, the
fiscal package appears as an adequate way to deal with the economic
challenges.

n

The largest part of the fiscal burden will take place in 2020. We reckon that
the additional fiscal impulse from the package – compared with what we
have already expected before – is much smaller than its volume of EUR 130
bn. This is because large parts of the package will be counterfinanced by
unutilized fiscal resources of the March supplementary budget (more than
EUR 60 bn), which we have already reflected in our fiscal projections.
Moreover, some spending elements are also related to intergovernmental
transfers, which do not alter the general government’s financial balance.

n

The additional fiscal burden for 2020 (on top of our fiscal deficit projection
until now) will be possibly “only” in the magnitude of EUR 25 bn. As result,
we increased our 2020 fiscal deficit projection only moderately to 9.5% of
GDP (from 8.7%). However, our projections for the public debt ratio remain
broadly unchanged. We now project the gross-debt ratio to rise to 75.9% of
GDP by the end of 2020 (before: 75.6%).

n

The fiscal outlook remains subject to high risks. In a more-adverse scenario,
where real GDP shrinks by around 15% in 2020 and recovers only very little
in 2021 (1%), the fiscal deficit could soar to 13% of GDP in 2020 and 12 ½%
in 2021. This would push the gross-debt ratio up to 83 ½% in 2020 and
around 95% in 2021.

Moving from providing emergency aid …
In lockstep with the measures containing the pandemic, the German government
has responded quickly and decisively to reduce the economic damage caused by
the virus and the containment measures. In late March it adopted a EUR 156 bn
supplementary federal budget for 2020 (or 4 ½% of GDP in 2019) in order to build
up a “Protective Shield” against the economic fallout of the pandemic. Altogether,
Germany’s immediate fiscal response sums up to an astronomic value of EUR 1.273
trillion (37% of GDP in 2019).4 While EUR 453.3 bn (13.2% of GDP) of the total
response are related to extra spending, tax relief measures as well as loan/
participation programs, EUR 819.7 bn (23.9% of GDP) are related to the extension
of the authorized public guarantees, which the government could utilize in case of
need (for more details see Figures 14 and 15 on page 8 in our Focus Germany
"COVID-19: Crisis resilience made in Germany", June 10). Taking into account the
already authorized amount of federal guarantees prior to the COVID-19 shock (EUR
465.5 bn or 13.6% of GDP) and considering that the federal government can
potentially raise the upper limit on federal guarantees by another EUR 246.6 bn
(7.2% of GDP), Germany has built up a massive financial firewall of more than EUR
1.9 tr (or 60% of GDP projected for 2020).

4

See Federal Ministry of Finance, Stability Programme 2020 (April 2020).
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… to supporting the economic recovery …
After the (economic) damage comes reconstruction. In order to support the
(confidence in the) economic recovery as well as to secure Germany’s future, the
federal government has kicked into high gear by paving the way for a multi-billion
fiscal stimulus package. In early June, it announced two fiscal programs with a total
volume of EUR 130 bn (3.8% of GDP in 2019) for 2020/21.

Encouraging private households to consume
A key element of the first one – the “Fiscal Stimulus and Crisis Management
Program” (Konjunktur- und Krisenbewältungsprogramm) – is the temporary
reduction in the VAT rate in H2 (from July 1st to December 31st 2020). The VAT rate
should fall to 16% from a current 19% (the reduced rate to 7% from 5%). The tax
relief to consumers and/or firms is estimated at EUR 20 bn (0.6% of GDP in 2019).
Further relief to private households (and firms) will come through lower electricity
tariffs in 2021/2022, through a reduction of the “renewable energy law share” –
financed by federal subsidies (estimated at EUR 11 bn). Moreover, families will
receive for every child a one-time payment of EUR 300 (EUR 4.3 bn).

Financial aid to the small/middle-sized companies and self-employed
persons
As regards financial aid to firms strongly affected by the pandemic, the government
has developed its “Immediate Action Program” (Soforthilfeprogramm) further –
which has focused on small firms and self-employed persons only. The new
successive “Interim Aid Program”(Programm für Überbrückungshilfen) will be run
for three months between June and August 2020 and is open for both microenterprises and single self-employed persons as well as middle-sized and larger
firms (unless the latter qualify for support from the “Economic Stabilization
Funds”). The program has a volume of up to EUR 25 bn (0.7% of GDP in 2019).
Disbursements of non-repayable subsidies will be financed by unutilized resources
from the preceding “Immediate Action Program". Although the program is
intersectoral, it aims specifically at the most affected sectors (like the hotel,
restaurant, touristic, logistics and exhibition businesses). However, only firms with
a substantial drop in sales will qualify for this program.5

Tax relief measures to companies
The government also agreed on various additional tax relief measures. The
government’s goal is to support the liquidity situation of companies as well as to
increase incentives for corporate investment during the crisis. For instance, the tax
loss carry-back will be stepped up for the years 2020/21 to a maximum amount of
EUR 5 m from a current EUR 1 m6 (estimated costs of EUR 2 bn). In this context,
companies can carry back current (2020) losses with past profits already in their
annual tax declaration for 2019. In terms of liquidity relief, the due date for paying
the import sales tax is shifted out to the 26th of the subsequent month (estimated
liquidity effect for firms at EUR 5 bn). To incentivize firms to increase business
investment, the government will temporarily reintroduce the declining
depreciation allowance on movable fixed assets for the years 2020/21 (EUR 6 bn).

5

6

The government will pay subsidies to cover running fixed business expenses only if a firm suffered in
April/May from a decline in the average sales volume of at least 60% compared to the same period one
year ago. Depending on the decline in the sales volume between June and August, the government
could possibly cover up to 80% of a firm’s fixed costs. Though the maximum amount is capped at EUR
150k for larger firms, EUR 9k for micro-enterprises and EUR 15k for single self-employed persons (SoloSelbständige), respectively.
In case of joint tax assessment, the amount is raised to EUR 10 m from a current EUR 2 m.
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Supporting the labour market and trainees
To avoid further strain on the ailing labour market, the government promised to
stabilize social contributions rates at a maximum of 40% at least until the end of
2021 (“Sozialgarantie 2021”). Also, firms keeping apprenticeship positions during
the crisis will be rewarded by federal subsidies (Ausbildungsprämie) (estimated
costs: EUR 0.5 bn). Currently, the overall social contribution rate – comprising the
contributions to the unemployment, health, care and public pension system –
amounts to 39.75% of an employee’s gross compensation (social contributions are
equally covered by both employees and employers). Given the surge in the number
of employees working short-time (Kurzarbeiter) and the considerable rise in the
unemployment rate, Germany’s social security funds (part of the general
government sector) are likely to post sizable deficits in the near future, though these
can be counterfinanced for some time through existing financial reserves.
With the latest government decision, the expenditure-driven financial deficits at the
social security funds – in particular the Federal Labour Market Agency (BA) and the
health insurance system – will be covered by the federal budget (either by raising
federal subsidies and/or giving liquidity assistance). In the worst-case calculation,
the BA would have to request federal financial assistance for this year of more than
EUR 20 bn because of ballooning short-time allowance and rising unemployment
(see FAZ June 22, 2020). On top of these problematic developments, rapid
population ageing will further aggravate the fiscal outlook in the coming years.
What remains problematic is the fact that the government has still not come up with
much-needed structural reforms to close the expected financial gaps in the socialsecurity system due to population ageing.

Safeguarding the financial situation of local governments ...
Because of (a) a collapse in the highly pro-cyclical local business taxes
(Gewerbesteuer), (b) rising costs on basic income payments and (c) financial losses
at local transportation companies, the overall financial situation of Germany’s local
governments is currently heavily stretched. To avoid that local governments will
have to sharply cut investments (local governments conduct the lion’s share of
Germany’s overall public investment7 ), the federal and state governments will
provide intergovernmental financial support. The aim is to put local governments on
a stable financial footing, thus making sure they can continue to invest and provide
critical public goods (e.g., local transportation, health system, school buildings).
Specifically, the federal government and the state governments will equally cover
for the expected drop in local the business sales tax for 2020 (estimated at around
EUR 12 bn). Moreover, they will permanently cover a higher share of local
governments’ spending on basic income support as they will increase the
compensation rate of local government’s housing costs of up to 75% from a current
50% (estimated cost: roughly EUR 4 bn per year). As regards the temporary
reduction in the VAT rate, the federal government will compensate any losses
arising at the local government level (the local governments currently receive a
share of almost 2% in total VAT revenues). Moreover, the federal and state
governments will provide EUR 2.5 bn for the local transport system, which currently
suffers from a low utilization ratio despite continuing to fully operate.

… and securing Germany’s future
With around EUR 50 bn of the EUR 130 bn package a substantial share (38.5%) is

7

In 2019, gross fixed investment by local governments amounted to EUR 31.7 bn (37% of total public
investment). As regards public construction investment, the respective share of local governments is
at an even higher 56.5%.
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linked to a so-called “Future Package” (Zukunftspaket). This package consists of
three parts: (1) “Future Investments and Investments into Climate Technologies”
(Zukunftsinvestitionen und Investitionen in Klimatechnologien), (2) a package to
improve Germany’s health system and preparedness to fight pandemics
(Gesundheitswesen stärken und den Schutz vor Pandemien verbessern) and (3)
providing financial support on the European and international level (Europäische
und Internationale Verantwortung). In fiscal terms, the “Future Package” is based
on a combination of subsidies, tax promotion measures as well as additional
investment.

Modernizing the economy (digitalization, AI, fighting climate change)
The first part of the package includes, e.g., the promotion of e-cars (doubling of
buyers' premiums) (EUR 2.2 bn), the roll-out of e-charging points (EUR 2.5 bn), the
modernization of bus/truck fleets (EUR 1.2 bn) and airplanes (EUR 1.0 bn). It also
comprises the modernization of the infrastructure for inland water transportation
(EUR 1.0 bn), the implementation of a “national hydrogen strategy” (Nationale
Wasserstoffstrategie) (EUR 7 bn) – including the set-up of international
partnerships (EUR 3 bn) – various measures to boost research and development in
the business sector as well as the promotion of CO2-friendly building restoration
(EUR 2 bn), and artificial intelligence (EUR 2 bn).

Be prepared for the next pandemic
The second part of the package aims to (a) strengthen the health sector (by, e.g.,
increasing staffing at local health offices financed by the federal government) (Pakt
für den öffentlichen Gesundheitsdienst) (EUR 4 bn), (b) improve the infrastructure
at hospitals (Zukunftsprogramm Krankenhäuser) (EUR 3 bn), (c) promote the
flexible activation of a national production for important pharmaceutical/medical
products (EUR 1 bn) and (d) stockpile protective clothing (EUR 1 bn).

Stabilizing the European Union
The third part of the “Future Package” focuses on Germany’s responsibilities in a
European and international context. While Berlin wants to raise Germany’s
international financial assistance to fight the pandemic by EUR 3 bn in 2020/21,
Germany’s financial contribution to support the European economic recovery is still
to be negotiated (in H2 Germany will take over leadership in the European Council).
While the Merkel/Macron plan (MM plan) of a “European Recovery Fund” foresees
a volume of EUR 500 bn (debt-financed by the EU and distributed to member states
as non-repayable subsidies), the EC has proposed an even higher EUR 750 bn.
In the EC’s view, EUR 500 bn should be distributed as subsidies and a further EUR
250 bn as repayable loans (only to member states requesting these loans).
Moreover, the EC plans to repay the associated debt over a very long period, not
starting before 2028 and ending only in 2058. At this point in time, it is still open how
the EC plans to fund these loan repayments (it might introduce new European taxes,
raise member states’ contribution rates and/or cut spending elsewhere).
Implementation of the MM plan could lead to a German gross financial obligation
of EUR 135 bn or equivalent to more than 4% of national GDP (calculated on the
basis of Germany’s share of 27%). While Germany will also benefit in gross terms
(by receiving subsidies), it will be a net contributor at the end of the day, as will be
German taxpayers.
Although borrowing by the EU will not immediately impact Germany’s budget
balance and gross debt stock (in national accounting terms it will “only” lead to a
financial deficit on the EU level), it de facto increases the future burden on German
Deutsche Bank AG/London
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taxpayers. Hence, it also raises the country’s implicit public debt further, which is
already much higher than official figures, e.g., due to unsolved structural financing
problems in the social security system. There is a high risk that Germany’s
financial responsibilities linked to EU borrowing will not be presented in a
clear and transparent way. In the worst case, this could lead to a “debt illusion,”
which would further undermine fiscal discipline and endanger public-debt
sustainability in the EU as well as its member states.

All in all, the latest fiscal response appears to be appropriate
Given the extent of the COVID-19 crisis another large stimulus program was
certainly necessary. The volume confirms the government’s paradigm in this crisis
to do things big to maximize the psychological impact. The temporary VAT rate
reduction is the most-timely and effective element of the recent package. This is
particularly true if companies pass the reduction on to consumers via lower prices.
Even if the direct economic impact might be limited due to various leakage effects,
the positive psychological effect should not be underestimated. And even if firms
were leaving prices unchanged, the VAT reduction would still support the economy
by boosting firms’ margins (and hence securing jobs). The promised rise in “future
investment” is per se a good thing (given a large multiplier effect of public
investment). Still, timely implementation could be an issue (implementation lags,
pent-up investment). These investments will help raise Germany’s growth potential
but are unlikely to have any large growth effects in the near term.
Overall, the fiscal package appears as an adequate way to deal with the economic
challenges. It will not only support growth directly through the various spending/
revenue measures (direct effect) but also indirectly by bolstering consumer and
business confidence (confidence effects). Still, the latter are very difficult to
quantify. On a positive note, the package strikes a balance between temporary
short-term (VAT reduction, aid to firms, intergovernmental support) and medium/
long-term support measures (“future investments”). Also, it is not only based on
demand-side elements (VAT reduction) but also considers supply-side measures
that could lift Germany’s economic potential (tax promotion of R&D and business
investment). Still, as regards some of the supply-side measures (like the reduction
in electricity tariffs or the federal government’s promise to not raise contribution
rates beyond 40% until the end of 2021), the government has only bought time by
covering financial gaps with higher federal subsidies (and hence more government
debt). The same is true for safeguarding the local governments. Although it is
appropriate to compensate them for the drop in business taxes in 2020, it would be
much more meaningful to combine this with a structural reform of Germany’s tax
(distribution) system. In order to sustain the positive economic effects from the
above mentioned supply-side measures, the government will have to come up with
structural reforms at a later point (this is particularly true for the public pension,
health and care systems). Otherwise, it will risk another setback in consumer and
business confidence.
On a negative note, the government missed the chance to fully abolish the solidarity
tax. Therefore, many firms and corporates will continue to be burdened by this tax.
However, the government keeps its plan to partially abolish the tax by the start of
2021 (affecting around 90% of taxpayers). The various tax relief measures to
support firms (like the step-up of the tax loss carry-back for the years 2020/21, the
shifting of the due date for paying the import sales tax, the temporary reintroduction
of the declining depreciation allowance on movable fixed assets for the years
2020/21) are clear positives for the overall economy. Nonetheless, to give a stronger
boost to ailing business investment, the depreciation allowance should have been
Page 14
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granted beyond 2021 as many investments (e.g., into digital transformation) have
large volumes and are longer term. Also, the maximum amount of the tax loss carryback could have been more generous as many firms will very likely suffer this year
from much higher losses. Likewise, it could have been made possible also for the
business years prior to 2019. Finally, the possibility for firms to benefit from interim
aid is dependent on fixed thresholds. Economically, it is not overall convincing to
pay subsidies only to firms that suffer from a sales decline of 60% or more, while
leaving firms – with smaller but still menacing drops of, e.g., 50% – completely out.
It would have been more meaningful to link these payments proportionally to the
actual decline in sales.

Effects from the stimulus package on growth and public finances
Given the magnitude and peculiarities of the current crisis not only growth forecasts
but specifically the assessment of the likely growth effects from fiscal stimulus
measures are highly uncertain.

Figure 16: Government expects to post a sizable fiscal
deficit in 2020

Figure 17: General government budget outlook in the DB
Research baseline scenario
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Growth outlook: Overall positive but highly uncertain
A key element of Germany’s June package is the temporary reduction in the VAT
rate. Consumers are likely to be relieved by EUR 20 bn (0.6% of GDP in 2019)
(assuming firms do not raise net prices), which should noticeably boost their
spending in H2. Nevertheless, the ultimate effect on consumption remains highly
uncertain as households are likely to remain wary. This is because the health threat
posed by COVID-19 has not disappeared and the labour market continues to
deteriorate. The same is true for the relatively expensive child bonus. The interim aid
for companies is a very essential tool to mitigate the financial problems of the most
affected economic sectors and hence helps to avoid a chain-reaction of mass
insolvencies, unemployment and further demand-side weakness. Still, whether it
will be enough to avoid a massive rise in insolvencies remains to be seen. Many
observers expect a massive rise in bankruptcies in autumn when the government’s
suspension of a business’ obligation to file for insolvency ends.8

8

The business’ obligation to file for insolvency is only suspended until end-September 2020.
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The Bundesbank argues in its June 2020 Monthly Report that the macroeconomic
effects from the June fiscal package are highly uncertain. Based on their standard
model elasticities – which reflect historical relationships but do not capture any
likely pull-forward or confidence effects – the central bank approximates in an earlystage assessment that Germany’s real GDP growth rate could turn out more than
1% and ½% higher in 2020 and 2021, respectively. Given the high uncertainty
regarding the pandemic, the economy and the response by the households/firms to
the fiscal package, we refrain from fine-tuning our annual GDP growth rate (keeping
it unchanged for now at -9% in 2020 and +4% in 2021) (see our article on growth).
Moreover, the additional fiscal impulse for 2020 (relative to what we expected
before) is much smaller than the fiscal volume of the package (see below), limiting
the need for increases to our growth forecast.

Fiscal outlook: Somewhat higher 2020 deficit but broadly unchanged
debt dynamics
Overall, the fiscal fallout from the crisis remains extremely uncertain as it is a
function of the (1) crisis-related (discretionary) revenue/spending and off-budget
measures, (2) the cyclically driven deterioration in public finances (due to the
operation of automatic stabilizers) as well as (3) occurring calls on government
guarantees and/or fiscal losses related to the government’s loan and participations
programs. However, all components are highly dependent on future developments
regarding the pandemic, the state of the global economy, the effectiveness of
monetary and fiscal policies, the need by companies to request government aid as
well as psychological effects on behalf of consumers and businesses and hence
further spending and investment dynamics.
Given that the EUR 130 bn fiscal package for 2020/21 has a strong focus on 2020,
the largest part of the total fiscal burden will take place this year. Indeed, adding up
all measures listed in the coalition committee’s paper on the fiscal package (-Folgen
bekämpfen, Wohlstand sichern, Zukunftsfähigkeit stärken) the fiscal package has
a total volume of more than EUR 170 bn. Nonetheless, some of the measure will
only take effect after 2021 (such as the reduction in electricity tariffs). Moreover, it
is likely that large parts of the “future investments” will take place only gradually
and hence not (yet) impact the deficit in 2020/21. This altogether might explain why
the government quantifies the fiscal stimulus volume for the years 2020/21 at
“only” EUR 130 bn. However, caution is called for that the fiscal burden from some
measures has not yet been quantified (this is mostly true for Germany’s presumed
financial contributions at the EU level). Hence, the total fiscal burden of the package
is likely to be even higher than the EUR 170 bn.
As regards the fiscal effects for 2020/21, we take the EUR 130 bn as a working
assumption. According to FM Scholz, EUR 120 bn of the package will be borne at
the federal level and the remaining EUR 10 bn by the states. Moreover, EUR 90 bn
(federal level) will fall on 2020 and only EUR 30 bn on 2021. Given that large parts
of the March supplementary budget have not been used for now (Scholz mentioned
more than EUR 60 bn), the second (June) supplementary budget is much smaller
than one would expect. Overall, the second supplementary budget foresees a total
credit market borrowing of EUR 218.5 bn (6.9% of GDP). This number is the sum of
(a) the March supplementary budget (EUR 156 bn) and (b) an additional EUR 62.5
bn (~ 2% of GDP) needed to finance the package. (As it seems Scholz aims to
finance the amount of EUR 30 bn needed for 2021 already in this year’s budget.) As
part of the second supplementary budget, the government also decided not to tap
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the “refugee” reserve fund this year9 (worth almost EUR 50 bn by the end of 2019),
which gives it additional fiscal firepower (credit authorization) in case of need.
Overall, it seems that the government wants to build up a sizable financial cushion
it can flexibly use in the next two years (depending on actual needs).
As regards our fiscal projections, we reckon that the additional fiscal impulse from
the June package is much smaller than the fiscal volume of EUR 130 bn (relative to
what we have already considered in our deficit assumptions before). Thus, the
package will raise our 2020 deficit projection only moderately. This is because a
large part of the fiscal stimulus to be given in 2020 (~ EUR 100 bn) will be
counterfinanced by unutilized fiscal resources (more than EUR 60 bn), which we
have already reflected before in our budgetary projections. Moreover, some
spending elements of the package are related to intergovernmental transfers (such
financial compensation to the local government from the drop in business taxes).
These transfers are estimated at EUR 15.8 bn for 2020 and are – by definition –
already captured in our cyclical deficit projection (reflecting the operation of
automatic stabilizers). Therefore, the additional fiscal burden for 2020 (on top of our
fiscal deficit projection until now) will be possibly “only” in the magnitude of EUR
25 bn.

Figure 19: Fiscal balance projections
for Germany in comparison

Figure 20: Public debt projections for
Germany in comparison
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As result, we increased our 2020 fiscal deficit projection only moderately to 9.5%
of GDP (from 8.7%). For 2021, the effect is the opposite way. Previously, we
projected Germany’s 2021 fiscal deficit at 8% (see figure 17). This number was

9

Initially, it planned to use EUR 10.6 bn in 2020.
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based on the presumption that the government might ultimately stimulate the
economy by EUR 100 bn in 2021. Now, given that the additional stimulus for 2021
is expected to be “only” around EUR 30 bn, we consequently downed our 2021
deficit projection to 6.1%. As a result, the projections for Germany’s public debt
ratio remain broadly unchanged. We now project the debt stock to rise to 75.9% of
GDP by the end of 2020 (before: 75.6%) and to reach 80.4% of GDP at the end of
2021 (before: 82.2%) (see figure 20).
Generally, we remain considerably more sceptical regarding the fiscal outlook than
consensus (only the IMF projects a larger deficit for 2020 now) (see figure 19).
Nonetheless, the federal government projected in its Stability Program 2020 (as of
April) a general government deficit of 7.25% of GDP for 2020 (see figure 16). Most
of the gaps can be explained by different growth assumptions (see figure 18) and
hence cyclically driven deficit. But also varying views on the utilization of
government aid programs, losses arising from guarantee and loan activities and/or
on the actual implementation of public investments can lead to significant
differences in fiscal projections. In the context of benchmarking, it is interesting to
note that the Independent Council of the German Stability Council believes that the
headline deficit could rise this year to above 9% of GDP (already considering the
recent fiscal package). The Independent Council criticised the government for not
presenting a consistent forecast update for the fiscal balance. However, based on
the Ministry of Finance’s extrapolation of the April Stability Program, the general
government’s structural deficit could reach 5 ½% of GDP in 2020 (not capturing the
recent fiscal package). Adding our projection for Germany’s cyclical deficit
component (~ 4 ½% of GDP) (see figure 17) would already give us in a back-of-theenvelope calculation a headline deficit of 10% (thus confirming our 2020 deficit
projection on the basis of our more pessimistic growth projection).
Overall, the fiscal outlook is subject to high risks. Should a second wave hit the
globe and Germany, growth could be depressed by far more than assumed in our
baseline assumption. In a more adverse scenario, where real GDP shrinks by around
15% in 2020 and recovers only very little in 2021 (1%), Germany’s fiscal deficit could
soar to 13% of GDP in 2020 and 12 ½% in 2021. This would push the gross debt ratio
up to 83 ½% in 2020 and around 95% in 2021.
Sebastian Becker, (+49) 69 910-21548
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Global trade: More protectionism after corona
n

It seems clear that the main shock to the global economy materialized in
April and May 2020. After the Q1 contraction of -2.5% quarter on quarter we
predict global goods trade to collapse by 21% in the second quarter.
Subsequently we expect only a gradual recovery, resulting in an annual
average decline of 13.6% in 2020 followed by a 7.5% recovery in 2021.

n

In line with our expectations some green shoots have emerged. The
epidemiological situation in many developed economies is constantly
improving. As a consequence, activity indices have adopted an upward
trend. Chinese companies took advantage of the low price level in some
commodity markets in order to rebuild their stocks. This triggered a mini
price cycle in iron ore and copper and explains the rebound of the Baltic Dry
Index over the last weeks.

n

Bilateral export flows show that developed Asian economies have
recovered relatively strongly. In some cases exports are even in positive
territory in year-on-year terms. By contrast, Asian EMs are still struggling to
find a way to overcome the health and economic crisis.

n

The Asian divergence between EMs and DMs could be a blueprint for the
economies in Europe and the Americas. Across both continents, the health
crisis is less severe in DMs than in EMs. Exceptions confirm the rule.

n

As a consequence, global value chains could become less attractive and
will be curtailed in favour of continental value chains. Pure continental
production lines should be less prone to any sort of global crisis and are
easier to manage in the event of a crisis. The assessment is also
corroborated by additional geopolitical and trade-related tensions which
arose over the last few weeks, strengthening the general trend towards
more protectionism.

n

Hence, we assume that global goods trade will only grow by 1.7% p.a. and
for global trade in goods & services by 3% p.a. on average once the
economic recovery is completed. Pre- annual averages from 2012 to 2019
were 2.2% and 3.3%.

Figure 21: Global trade and production

Figure 22: Industrial commodity prices
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Some rays of hope for world trade, in particular in Europe
Figure 23: Key global trade indicators
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The reopening in April and May in the western world improved the economic
outlook. We forecast that after a contraction of -2.5% quarter on quarter in the first
quarter global goods trade will collapse by 21% in the second quarter. The historical
decline published on June 25 confirms our assessment. In April global goods trade
contracted by 12.1% month on month. Likewise, many indicators for global trade,
prices as well as survey data, have marked new all-time lows in April and May. Hard
data like container throughput were very volatile in February and in March, due to
Chinese New Year and the Chinese lockdown. In May the container throughput
index contracted almost by 7% in year on year terms, the sharpest drop since the
GFC. In recent weeks, however, several developments hint at a strong
improvement.

BDI = Baltic Dry Index, IATA = Passengers, Brent = Crude oil prices,
CRB = Commodity prices, PMI = Purchasing Manager Indices, ISM
= Institute for Supply Management
Source : Deutsche Bank Research

Figure 26: Google & Apple phone mobility
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Figure 25: Mobility Index
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First, the epidemiological situation in developed economies has been constantly
improving, at least in most Asian and European countries and most US states.
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Second, citymapper data,10 which measure the usage of public transport and other
transport vehicles as well as walking and cycling in large cities across the globe
shows that Europeans are keen to normalize their life, at least gradually. If the
emerging trends continue, a full normalization will be achieved in 270 days in
Europe, 440 days in Asia and 650 days in Americas. The city data are broadly in line
with phone-mobility data collected by Google and Apple. Country aggregates are
shown below.11 So the European demand for consumer goods might recover more
rapidly than in Asia and in the Americas. As intra-European trade is a key area for
the global economy this should help to revive global trade, too.

Figure 27: Baltic Dry Index (BDI)
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Third, while broad commodity price indices are still 10% below the pre- level, prices
for iron ore and copper have increased by roughly 20% from the trough in March.
The demand is driven by a restocking in China, which has offset the lockdownrelated demand weakness elsewhere. On the back of this demand, the Baltic Dry
Index measuring the demand for container ships has surged from a very low level
half way back to normal. However, we interpret this as a one-off Chinese mini
cycle12 rather than the beginning of a full normalization.
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Figure 28: China: Nominal goods
exports
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Figure 29: India: Nominal goods
exports and production
INR and USD, % yoy

Source : Korea International Trade Association, Deutsche Bank
Research
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High export dynamics among developed Asian economies
Global trade collapsed in non-synchronous continental waves. First, at the
beginning of the year the economic activity nosedived in Asia. Then Europe
followed with a lag of roughly six weeks and approximately another four weeks later
the American economies were in the doldrums. The reopening of key global
economies exhibited a similar pattern. Again global export data show a phase shift
of continental waves with some Asian countries leading the pack. Developed Asian
countries and those which are essential for global value chains such as China,
South Korea, and Japan experienced a short dip and an immediate recovery of
exports, at least within the region. For instance, after a heavy drop in April Korean
exports to China quickly recovered and were almost flat in year on year terms in
May. The same is true for Japanese exports to Korea, exports to Taiwan are even in
positive territory throughout the full year 2020. It is also reflected in US exports
where exports to Japan and China developed relatively well, at least until April, i.e.,

-22.2
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-66.6
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20
Total exports, INR

Total exports, USD
Industrial prodcution ex construction
Source : Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Deutsche Bank
Research

10 https://citymapper.com/cmi
11 See also FX Blog, Robin Winkler „Europe overtakes”, 17 June 2020.
12 See Commodities Outlook, Nick Snowdon „Mini Super Cycle”, 9 June 2020.
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the latest available data point. From a sectoral point of view, developed Asian
markets seem to be strongly driven by the demand for medical supplies as well as
electronics.13 It is obvious that streaming and working from home pushed the
demand for electronics. From a macro perspective, the resilience is strengthened
by both a favorable health situation and a huge fiscal and monetary stimulus. This
helped to prop up the demand and has initiated some sort of a V-shaped recovery.14
The exceptions are European exports. Due to the supply shock, i.e., the shutdown
of large production sites in March and April, all bilateral exports nosedived.
However, we expect May exports to Asia to show a strong rebound. A few weeks
ago, in our bilateral forecast for German exports to key Asian countries, we already
anticipated a relatively unscathed annual development for the full-year 2020.15 By
contrast, our export data also imply that emerging Asian economies facing strong
headwinds from the epidemiological situation will remain relatively weak for some
time, as demand and supply restrictions remain a burden. For example, in May
Korean exports to Asia in total were still 20% down year-on-year. Likewise, while
Chinese exports declined by only 3.3% in total, Chinese exports to Asean
countries16 contracted by 5.7%. The weakness of Asian EMs is also reflected in
Indian exports. Both exports in USD and in Indian rupees are still more than 30%
lower again in May against the same month a year ago. Indian production
contracted at a similar rate over the last three months. As the reopening in June
seems to contribute to a rise in the number of infections the normalization may be
some time off.17 Similar developments can be expected for other Asian EMs (ex
Korea and China) where the health situation may remain a challenge for some time.

Figure 32: Euro area: Nominal goods
exports

Figure 33: US: Nominal goods
exports
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Asia as a blueprint for European and American countries
The heterogeneity observed among Asian countries is likely to reappear in Europe
and in the Americas. Developed European economies and also Canada and some
US states may be able to gradually or in some cases even quickly move back to a
new normal over the next one or two years. However, emerging markets such as
Brazil, Mexico, Russia, and the Ukraine struggle with containing the crisis. Some
EMs similar to some Asian EMs are even on the brink of exponential growth in the
number of infected persons. As a consequence, exports among the developed

13
14
15
16

See Emerging Markets Quarterly: The Aftermath, 11 June 2020.
See Asia Macro Insight, Juliana Lee et al., “Are we past the worst?”, 12 June 2020.
Focus Germany, Jochen Möbert, “2020 Bilateral exports: The great variation”, 18 May 2020.
The Asean countries are Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam.
17 See Asia Macro Insight, Kaushik Das, „India”, 12 June 2020.
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economies across Asia, Europe, and the Americas might recover much faster than
exports with and among EMs. This could be reinforced by a financial crisis in some
EMs, something we hinted at over the course of the last weeks.18 It also reminds us
that the production across the globe could remain prone to crisis. Therefore,
governments as well as private investors who need to control production may favor
nearby sites over complex and globally distributed value chains. A few weeks ago,
we pointed out that continental value chains may gain in importance whereas the
strong reliance on and expansion of global value chains might be a thing of the
past.19 Any broad development like the divergence between DMs and EMs during
the crisis has an exception. Before the reopening of the US economy, we had
pointed out that this decision might be riskier than for other countries with flatter
epi curves. In the last days, populous US states such as Florida and Texas seem to
face a crisis escalation with both rising numbers of actively infected persons and
hospitalizations. Some US states might therefore be forced to increase social
distancing again. This would be a clear setback for global exports. However, so far
it seems more like a localized rising tide than a second wave.20
Figure 34: Global GDP and trade 2012-2025
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Does global trade face another round of restrictions?
Harsh rhetoric and threats to free trade have become a political phenomenon. There
are allegations from both the American and the Australian governments over the
spread of misinformation from China during the pandemic. There are also some
tensions between India and China over the initial Chinese handling of the crisis. The
recent deadly military clash at the Indian-Chinese border shows there is a potential
for an even more-serious escalation. In 2019 the annual bilateral global trade weight
between both countries relative to total global trade was only 0.1% and 0.4% (for
comparison US-CN 0.6% and CN-US 2.2%). However, over the coming years and
decades both highly populated countries could become key trading partners with
huge positive effects on South-East Asia and the global economy as a whole.
Hence, new disputes would further dampen the medium-to-long-term outlook for

18 David Folkerts-Landau et al. (2020), World Outlook Update: Turning Gloomier, Cross-Discipline, Special
Report, 7 May 2020.
19 Jochen Moebert, Focus Germany, Global trade faces negative record and structural shift, 25 May 2020.
20 Francis Yared et al., Global Fixed Income Weekly, 20 June 2020.
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global trade. The complexity of global relationships can also be seen in the western
world. NATO is arguing over military spending, in particular the 2% goal envisaged
for 2024.21 The US and the EU are quarreling over a global digital tax and in the
coming weeks the WTO may rule whether the EU is allowed to retaliate against U.S.
aircraft subsidies to Boeing. Moreover, the future role of the WTO seems to remain
in limbo which jeopardizes the global framework for trade, in particular dispute
settlement, the backbone of global trade for decades. Finally, the trade negotiations
between the UK and the EU are also in limbo. So the trend where global trade was
hampered by protectionism may even strengthen. However, recently the US
administration has publicly confirmed that China complies with the Phase One deal
signed on January 15 and our export data above show that US-Chinese bilateral
trade held up well over the last few months. Likewise, the relatively new trade
agreements of the European Union with Japan and Vietnam could provide an
impulse during the recovery phase. An even greater momentum could be
unleashed if current negotiations with the Philippines, Indonesia, and Australia or
even the negotiations of the EU-China investment agreement which already started
in 2013 were finally completed.
However, it seems clear to us that the growth dampening effects, i.e., more
protectionism, the health situation in many emerging markets, the only gradual
recovery in developed economies and repeatedly interrupted global value chains
will dominate in the short run. Subsequently, the average growth rate of global
trade might also be lower than pre-corona. This is the lesson from the GFC
which already unleashed a wave of protectionism. Therefore, we expect a fairly
muted recovery in global trade and stick to our forecast of only 7.5% in 2021.
We think the subdued gradual recovery will continue with a growth rate of 5% in
2022 and then a growth rate which is close to the new normal average growth of
1.7% p.a. for global trade in goods and 3% p.a. for global trade in goods &
services. Both growth rates are assumed to be slightly lower than pre-corona.
From 2012 to 2019 they were 2.2% and 3.3% on annual average.
Jochen Möbert, (+49) 69 910-31727

21 The official phrase is „Allies agreed in 2014 to move towards investing 2% of GDP on defence by 2024.”
See https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_151503.htm (downloaded on 22 June 2020).
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Going on holiday during the corona crisis: Fewer and shorter
trips, higher preference for destinations in Germany
n

During the corona summer, Germans will probably travel less and for
shorter periods of time than in former years.

n

Destinations in Germany and in the neighbouring countries, which are only
a car journey away, look set to benefit. However, any additional revenue
during the summer season will depend on whether the hosts have free beds
at their disposal in comparison with the past year or on whether they can
raise prices.

n

In contrast, European holiday destinations which can usually be reached by
plane will see the number of tourists decline in 2020. Spain will probably be
the main loser. Long-distance travel is unlikely to play a major role in 2020.

n

The car is likely to benefit amongst the means of transport, halting the longterm downtrend in car travel. Air travel will decline, and the cruise boom is
likely to come to an abrupt end.

n

In 2020, the total amount spent by Germans abroad is likely to decline by
10-20%. At the same time, foreign revenues in Germany will probably
decline considerably as well because the number of foreign visitors looks
set to shrink due to the global recession and travellers from some countries
may have to spend time in quarantine or not be allowed to enter Germany
at all.

n

Once the coronavirus crisis is over, climate and environmental regulation
(in particular for the transport sector) will return as the main structural
challenge for tourism. Better technological solutions for climate-friendly
travelling will need to be developed.

The coronavirus crisis is clearly affecting Germans’ holiday plans for the summer of
2020. Several recent, steady trends may come to an end.

Fewer holiday trips
Over the last few years, almost 80% of the Germans regularly made holiday trips
lasting five days or longer (2019: 78%). This percentage might drop to less than 75%
in 2020. In April 2020, 14% of survey participants had already cancelled their
summer holidays. More than 30% had not made any travel plans yet, and just above
one-fifth had postponed booking due to the coronavirus pandemic. There are both
demand-side and supply-side reasons for the decline in travelling in 2020. First, the
recession has led to unemployment or short-time work and income losses; some
households reduce their travel budgets in these circumstances. Second, some
parents had to use up part of their holidays to care for their children during school
and kindergarten shutdowns, which means that they do not have any free days left
for holiday trips. Third, some people are not in the mood for a holiday or do not want
to use mass transport due to coronavirus-related risks. Fourth, several popular
holiday concepts cannot be realised (or realised only to a very limited extent) in
2020, so people prefer not to go on holiday at all. Fifth, package holidays (for
example group tours) may be cancelled due to low numbers of participants or
bankruptcy of tour operators. Sixth, flights to numerous destinations will be
suspended this summer owing to insufficient demand or travel restrictions. And
seventh, the Foreign Office has warned against travelling to most countries outside
Europe during the summer.
Still, we do not think that people are going to travel even less for their holidays; after
all, the coronavirus situation has become much less severe in many European
Deutsche Bank AG/London
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countries since April. Many of those who were undecided back then may be willing
to take at least a short holiday. Some of those who cancelled their holidays early on
may have decided on another trip to another destination by now. Nevertheless,
people are likely to travel less for their holidays this year than in the preceding years.

Figure 35: Mediterranean and
Germany popular travel destinations

Figure 36: Most-popular foreign
destinations of German tourists:
Spain in the lead
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Holidays in Germany and neighbouring countries more popular
Destination preferences have shifted markedly in 2020. In 2019, 74% of all holiday
trips which took at least five days or more were to a foreign destination. The share
of foreign destinations has increased slowly, but steadily over the last few years. In
2014, it was only 69% of all holiday trips. In 2019, people preferred the traditional
destinations around the Mediterranean, i.e., Spain, Italy and Turkey, with Austria,
Greece, and France following behind. Nevertheless, with a market share of 26%
Germany remained the most popular destination by far. Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania was in the lead, ahead of Bavaria, Schlesw ig-Holstein, and Lower
Saxony. Most holidaymakers obviously went either to the sea or the mountains.
German destinations are likely among the winners in summer 2020. While hotels
suffered irrecoverable revenue losses during the lockdown, they may be able to
offset them to some extent by accommodating more guests in summer, particularly
now that official capacity restrictions for hotels and others have been revoked.
However, highly popular German destinations are unlikely to see their revenues
skyrocket, simply because they are booked almost to capacity even during normal
times; there are not enough hotel beds to accommodate (considerably) more
tourists than in preceding years at least in the high season. In these cases, price
hikes are the only opportunity to generate higher revenues; they might be justified
by higher expenses for following official requirements (e.g., hygiene measures). In
the end, other destinations in Germany might benefit, particularly those that are not
situated near the sea or the mountains (the Alps). The highlands in the centre or the
lakes in the north-east of the country may have an opportunity to make their mark
in 2020 and get more attention in the longer run.
Neighbouring countries with low infection rates are likely to be among the winners
as well. Austria is one example. The country can probably offer accommodation in
those regions which rely on ski tourism during the winter season; there, hotels are
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usually not booked to capacity during the summer. In addition, hiking holidays
imply relatively low infection risks, which may be an important factor for many
guests. At the same time, destinations which are only a car journey away are likely
to attract holidaymakers in 2020. Apart from Austria, this applies to northern Italy,
parts of France, northern Croatia, the Netherlands, Poland, and Denmark. Here, too,
potential additional revenues can be gained only if accommodation is available at
all (compared to the year before) or if prices can be raised. However, many European
holiday destinations may have free beds available, as demand from holidaymakers
from other countries is likely to decline in 2020 due to the recession or due to travel
restrictions on holidaymakers from countries with high infection figures.
Switzerland is unlikely to attract more holidaymakers from Germany because of
high prices.
In contrast, European holiday destinations which are usually reached by plane will
see the number of tourists decline in 2020. Spain will probably be the main loser.
Flight schedules to some Spanish destinations will be thinned out, or flights may
even be suspended completely. People are also less likely to travel to Turkey,
Greece, Egypt, and Portugal.
The number of long-distance trips will certainly decline. Their share in total
travelling had risen slowly over the last few years, from 7.2% of all holiday trips in
2012 to 8.4% in 2019. In summer 2020, however, long-distance travelling is unlikely
for both the supply and demand reasons mentioned above. Cruises will lose out as
well, after seeing their passenger numbers increase tenfold during the past 25
years. The sector will be suffering until a reliable vaccination against the
coronavirus is available. As social distancing is not really practicable on a ship,
many holidaymakers will not want to go cruising. While operators are likely to
reduce their prices to entice guests to book a cruise, it will certainly take some time
until the crisis-related losses are recovered.

Average length of a trip: trend towards shorter holidays intensifies
Over the last few decades, the average length of Germans’ main vacation has
steadily declined. From more than 17 days in 1983, it went down to only 13 days in
2019. During the last few years, people tended to go on more, but shorter trips per
year. The coronavirus crisis is likely to accelerate this trend, mainly due to demandside factors (income losses, unemployment, use of vacation days due to the
lockdown).

Transport: a comeback for the car
Over the last few years, the car has become less important as a holiday means of
transport. In 2019, 43% of the Germans travelled by car, down from 55% in 2000.
During the same period, the percentage of flight travels rose from 30% to 42%. In
2020, the car might have a market share of (far) more than 70%. Apart from the
factors mentioned above (such as holidays nearer home), the risk of infection is
much lower if people use their own car. Mass transport is the only alternative. The
number of biking holidays is likely to rise as well, though. The significant increase
in e-bike sales during the coronavirus crisis could be an indicator.

Germans are likely to spend 10-20% less abroad in 2020
The coronavirus-related changes in travelling behaviour will also have an impact on
Germany’s balance of payments. As a rule, Germany registers a significant deficit
in payments related to international travels. In 2019, Germans spent just above EUR
82 bn abroad. At the same time, foreigners spent a total of EUR 37.2 bn in Germany.
In 2020, Germans might spend 10-20% less abroad as they take fewer, shorter and
Deutsche Bank AG/London

Figure 37: The car was losing ground
as a mode of transport before corona
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less expensive trips to foreign destinations. Lower income from tourism is one
important reason why our GDP forecast for traditional holiday destinations such as
Spain or Italy is more pessimistic than the one for Germany. At the same time,
foreign revenues in Germany will probably decline considerably as well because the
number of foreign visitors looks set to shrink due to the global recession and
travellers from some countries may have to spend time in quarantine or not be
allowed to enter Germany at all.

Figure 38: Germany: Deficit in
international travel spending

Figure 39: International tourism:
Tremendous corona slump
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Tourism remains a growth sector
International tourism is one of the sectors hit hardest by the coronavirus crisis, both
in terms of the extent and of the length of the crisis. Compared with the pre-crisis
level, countries which generate a large share of their GDP from tourism will have to
cope with losses for some quarters or even years. It will take considerably more time
for tourism to recover and return to a growth path than after earlier exogenous
shocks (09/11, SARS, terrorist attacks at holiday destinations). In the end, the
coronavirus crisis cannot be overcome in full until a vaccination is available.
Nevertheless, tourism will remain a global growth sector. People clearly want to
travel and discover the world. Holiday trips are a superior good. As incomes rise,
people spend disproportionately higher amounts on travelling. As soon as health
risks from the coronavirus are minimised and ultimately eliminated, tourism will
return to the growth path seen over the last few decades. Once the coronavirus
crisis is over, climate and environmental regulation (in particular for the transport
sector) will return as the main structural challenge for tourism. Better technological
solutions for climate-friendly travelling will need to be developed. For now,
command-and-control legislation to restrict travelling on climate grounds or
attempts to make travelling considerably more expensive by hiking taxes or fees are
unlikely to get a democratic majority.
Eric Heymann, (+49) 69 910-31730
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German labour market: The COVID-19 impact
The consequences of COVID-19 on the German labour market are increasingly
visible and the positive development of the past few years is over for the time being.
The German Federal Employment Agency (BA) estimates that the COVID-19
pandemic has increased the number of unemployed by around 578,000 people in
April and May alone. 52% of the rise was due to an increase in the number of people
entering employment and self-employment and a decrease in the number of people
leaving. Just under a third of the increase was accounted for by people (188,000)
who had previously participated in BA labour market policy measures which were
suspended in April and May due to COVID-19. The resumption of these measures
should therefore dampen unemployment somewhat in the coming months. In
purely arithmetical terms, about 16% were assigned to "other reasons". Overall, the
number of unemployed rose to 2.88 million in May, compared with an average of
2.27 million in Q1. Accordingly, the monthly unemployment rate rose to 6.3% in
May (Q1: 5%). This deterioration of the labour market situation is also reflected in
the decline in the number of job vacancies registered with the BA (May: 585,000 vs.
Q1: 704,000). Despite the resumption of supportive labour market policy measures,
unemployment is expected to rise by about 100,000 persons in June.
Figure 40: German labour market: COVID-19 with strong impact in April and
May already
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The rise in unemployment is likely to continue in H2 2020. In Q3 and Q4 the number
of unemployed is expected to rise by up to 300,000, as structural reorganizations
are taking place in many branches. In addition, companies are likely to remain
cautious about hiring new staff for the time being due to the comparatively subdued
prospects for economic recovery.
Leading labour market indicators support this outlook. After their historic lows at
the beginning of Q2, the recent uptrends in our view do not signal a quick
stabilization in the labour market. Although the employment outlook in the services
sector improved in June according to the PMI and ifo barometer (balances: Jun: -3
vs. May: -13.6), which should come as no surprise after the dramatic slump during
the lockdown, both indicators (e.g., ifo barometer (balances): Jun: -26.2 vs. May:
-29.2) signal further layoffs in industry. Key sectors such as the automotive industry,
electrical engineering and mechanical engineering are likely to be particularly
affected, but there are also signs of redundancies in the aviation industry.
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Figure 41: Labour market indicators: General stabilization but negative outlook
for manufacturing
Standardised values
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Nevertheless, the current massive use of short-time work and also the regulations
on protection against dismissal are dampening the immediate shock. At the end of
May, some 855,000 companies had registered for short-time work, which is
equivalent to 11.7 million employees. This corresponds to a good third of all
employees subject to social-security contributions, even though the number of
employees actually working short-time might turn out somewhat lower, peaking at
around 8 million. While short-time work is likely to be gradually phased out again
in many sectors in the course of the overall economic recovery in H2 2020, it is likely
to be extended in the automotive industry and airlines, for example.
Figure 42: Short-time work: 855,000 companies registered for short-time work,
equivalent to 11.7 m employees
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Based on correlation between GDP growth and changes in the unemployment rate
("Okun’s Law”) in the 2000-19 period a GDP decline of around 9% (our baseline
scenario) implies an increase in the unemployment rate to 7%. The 4% pick-up in
GDP growth assumed for 2021 would then imply a decline of almost 1 percentage
point. For 2020, however, this estimate is likely to overstate the actual trend. Due to
the massive use of short-time schemes a noticeable rise in the unemployment rate
can only be expected with a time lag in the middle of the second half of 2020. We
expect the unemployment rate to rise to an annual average of 6.7% in 2020,
followed by a decline to 6.3% in 2021. This means that the number of unemployed
should rise above 3 million again this year for the first time since 2010.
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Figure 43: COVID-19 put an end to German employment growth
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The volume of hours worked is expected to fall by around 4% in 2020 as a result of
production losses. In view of the sharp decline in GDP of 9% that we expect, labour
productivity (hourly concept) will also fall significantly in 2020.
Employment growth in the past year was mainly driven by service companies. In the
manufacturing sector, on the other hand, it was already declining at the end of 2019.
In contrast to the crisis in 2009, the domestically oriented service sector in particular
is badly affected by the corona crisis and can hardly provide a counterweight to the
weakness of employment in industry. As a result of the expected sharp economic
slump of 9% and the particular vulnerability of the personnel-intensive service
sector, the number of people in employment is likely to fall by a good 530,000 or
1.1% in 2020. In 2021, the number of people in employment is also likely to shrink
by a further 0.3% (120,000) to around 44.6 million. Despite the expected economic
recovery and the slight increase in employment during 2021, the negative statistical
overhang of the previous year leads to the decline in the annual average.
Marc Schattenberg (+49) 69 910-31875
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German auto industry: Beyond the trough
The corona crisis has a huge impact on the economic development of the auto
sector coming on top of the sector's already substantial cyclical and structural
problems. Most OEMs and several suppliers decided to close factories in Germany
for several weeks in April and early May. The process of reopening started
thereafter. The industry registered negative numbers already back in 2019.
Domestic automotive production (including suppliers) declined 11.3% in real
terms, the second decrease in a row. Weak global car demand was a main burden.
The ongoing corona crisis will make the recovery even more of an uphill battle. As
if that was not enough, the threat of higher US tariffs on automotive imports from
the EU is still not off the table. Moreover, the automotive industry has to comply with
ambitious CO2 targets in the EU in 2020 for the first time. Cyclical and structural
challenges ahead!
Figure 44: ifo business climate in German automotive industry
balance of positive and negative company reports (%)
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Figure 44: Business expectations in the German automotive industry have been
almost consistently negative since the beginning of 2019. The coronavirus brought
down the assessment of the current situation as well. However, business
expectations recovered strongly at the latest reading indicating that the trough in
the “corona cycle” (April) is already behind us. Order backlog in the sector has been
declining since late 2018. However, a crash in existing orders due to the corona
crisis has not been registered so far.
Figure 45: ifo expectations with regard to ...
Automotive industry in Germany, balance of positive and negative company
reports (%)
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Figure 45: The subcomponents of the ifo survey show a mixed picture. Production
and export expectations have recovered significantly of late and even returned into
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positive territory again indicating that the cyclical trough might be behind us.
Employment expectations, however, have been negative throughout H1 2020 with
a further deterioration at the latest reading. Employment, a lagging indicator, has
started to decline in the auto sector in mid-2019 and will continue to do so in next
few months. The sector’s adjustment towards e-mobility is another driving force on
top of the weak economic development.
Figure 46: Output and capacity utilization in German automotive industry
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Figure 46: At the beginning of Q2 2020, capacity utilization in the German auto
industry slumped to its lowest level since reunification; production numbers will
follow. Given the temporary closure of many factories in April and early May, the
decrease in utilization does not come as a surprise, though. We expect global car
demand to recover from its very low Q2 level in the second half of 2020. This trend
has already started in China where car sales exceeded the pre-year level in May.
Utilization and production will pick up significantly in Q3.
Figure 47: Automotive production in Germany
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Figure 47: German car production was considerably down in year-on-year terms
throughout 2019. Domestic passenger car production (in unit terms) decreased by
9% in 2019. The decline in the output index, which also includes qualitative criteria
(such as better equipment of cars), was even larger last year (-11.3%). The corona
crisis leaves its imprint in production numbers in March and Q2 (lockdown). We
expect the production index to decrease by 19% in 2020 as a whole. This implies a
recovery in the course of H2.
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Figure 48: New orders in German automotive industry
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Figure 48: Domestic and foreign order intake deteriorated in March and April.
However, April could mark the trough also in terms of orders even though the
recovery will remain muted for some months. German new passenger car
registrations increased by 5% in 2019 and reached the highest level since 2009, the
year of the scrappage premium in Germany. A significant decline in 2020 as a whole
is on the cards even though some losses of the March-June period will be
compensated for in H2 (lower VAT rate starting in July).
Figure 49: Global car demand and German automotive exports
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Figure 49: Weak demand in important German export markets towards the end of
2018, in 2019 and at the beginning of 2020 weighed on auto exports. On average,
passenger car exports (in unit terms) declined by 13% in 2019. Before the corona
outbreak, we expected Chinese car demand (which had been weak for close to two
years) to surprise on the positive side in 2020. However, the corona outbreak
dragged down car demand significantly in Q1 2020. Still, backlog and replacement
demand could provide stimulus as soon as the virus is under control. Sales were
already up in yoy terms in May. We are more cautious regarding the extent and
speed of the recovery in the European and US car markets.
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Figure 50: New passenger car registrations in the EU by propulsion technology
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Figure 50: Barring the economic cycle, carmakers and suppliers continue their
efforts to ramp up production of electric vehicles and the corresponding supplier
parts and equipment in their plants respectively. More and more models are
available on the market. By 2021 at the latest, the CO2 emissions of all new
passenger cars in the EU are to be reduced to 95 g/km on average. This limit has to
be reached for the major part of new registrations already in 2020. If the auto
industry fails to reach this goal, it will have to pay fines. The share of electric vehicles
(BEV and PHEV) will have to rise to 10-15% of all new car registrations (from 3% in
2019) if the sector as a whole is to avoid paying fines. Still, EVs are likely to account
for only a small share of total passenger car production in 2020. The evolutionary
change in propulsion technologies is not yet strongly reflected in production
figures. Output value, however, benefits, as current prices for electric vehicles are
on average higher than those for their counterparts with combustion engines. At
the same time, domestic production is negatively influenced since some
production sites are being retrofitted in order to ramp up production of electric
vehicles (capacity is not fully available during restructuring of these plants). Being
largely driven by the above-mentioned strict European CO2 emission limit values for
new passenger cars rather than market forces, technological change is a major
challenge (not only for German, but) for the global automotive industry. Unless
electric vehicles are heavily subsidized, consumer acceptance continues to be low.
High investment hence contrasts with a small market. Ironically, the corona crisis
helps to reach the CO2 targets in 2020 since demand for petrol and diesel driven cars
deteriorated at the beginning while electric vehicles benefit from (even higher)
governmental support. Thus, the market share of EVs will rise significantly in 2020.
Again: The transformation in propulsion technologies is not a problem that is
idiosyncratic to German automotive industry. The German auto industry is better
prepared for the electric mobility future than Germany as an industrial location for
car producers. In fact, a number of factors on the cost side have deteriorated
compared to other locations over the last few years (e.g. corporate taxes, wages,
electricity prices).
Eric Heymann, (+49) 69 910-31730
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The view from Berlin: German politics go European
n

On July 1, Germany will take over the six-months rotating EU presidency.
Earlier plans to focus on EU-China relations and initiatives to upgrade
Europe’s economy for the green and digital era have been overthrown by
COVID-19.

n

The agenda will be dominated by a review of the EU’s crisis management,
agreement on the Recovery Fund and the medium-term budget as well as
hammering out the final post-Brexit relations with the UK.

n

Hopes are high that with Germany’s weight among EU members and
Merkel’s reputation for pragmatic deal-making these pressing issues will
be resolved as soon as possible.

Political focus shifts from domestic to European topics. On July 1, Germany takes
over the EU presidency for the second half of 2020. For Chancellor Merkel it is the
second time to chair the European Council after H1/ 2007. Back then, Merkel led her
first CDU/CSU/SPD “grand coalition” government. Her cabinet was a different one
with one notable exception: current FM Olaf Scholz was Merkel’s Minister of
Labour at the time. As the major diplomatic success of her first EU presidency,
Merkel led the EU out of an institutional gridlock. This had been caused by the
rejection of a European Constitution in referenda in France and the Netherlands.
Germany’s presidency in H2 2007 paved the way for the current (Lisbon) Treaty.
Now, more than a decade and a couple of further crises later, expectations are high
that the trusted Chancellor of the strongest member state with her hand for
pragmatic deal- making will be able to sort out the pending problems on the
European agenda. Merkel recently hinted that the Union might once again be at a
point where only a reform of the treaties would allow for fully addressing the
challenges ahead. The Chancellor emphasized this point in her address to the
Bundestag ahead of the German EU presidency. She thereby referred to the
planned Conference of the Future of Europe which is supposed to discuss reforms
in the EU, including treaty changes and which is hoped to be concluded under the
French EU presidency in H1 2022. There are, however, more pressing issues in the
short term.
Merkel can leverage her high domestic popularity for European matters.
Managing the coronavirus crisis has put a lot of stress on politicians around the
globe and certainly in Europe. While it is typical during times of crisis that the
popularity of government leaders rises, Merkel stands out, in particular, as she was
considered a lame duck by many observers after she gave up the CDU party
leadership in late 2018 and declared that she would stand down after the current
term that ends in autumn 2021. Her rational, yet sensible crisis management was
highly appreciated by the German public, 84% of the Germans are satisfied with her
work (Politbarometer June 2020). Her current approval ratings distinguish her not
only from some of her EU partners, such as French President Macron (41%,
according to Politico), but also from national senior politicians. These include the
contenders within her own conservative party for party leadership and chancellor
candidacy, Armin Laschet and Friedrich Merz. The CDU/CSU is benefitting from this
“chancellor bonus” as well, approaching 40% in some polls. This allows Merkel to
invest political capital in the last meters of her chancellorship and make
compromises without eradicating fundamental red lines.

Figure 51: Major political parties'
popularity & result of the last federal
election
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Figure 52: Popularity ranking of
important German politicians
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A convincing German-French initiative – at last. The case in point is the GermanFrench initiative from May 18 and its major element, a Recovery Fund in the context
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of the multiannual budget framework 2021-2027 of the EU that also served as an
anchor for a respective Commission proposal less than two weeks later. The Fund,
a temporary instrument based on the solidarity clause of Art. 122 TFEU and funded
by EU debt issuance escapes the toxic debate over Eurobonds in Germany and thus
helped Merkel securing the support of her conservative party beforehand
(statement by the CDU/CSU faction, May 18). It is a response also to the demands
of the German business sector (together with its European partners) to take bold
action in order to stabilize European value chains and markets' recovery. Merkel,
though, also saw it as a window of opportunity in a strategic situation where the
crisis posed the risk of exposing Europe to Chinese and US interests.

Figure 53: For the German
population, the EU membership
brings …
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Tedious task ahead for the German presidency. Before the corona crisis the
German presidency intended to focus on EU-China relations and more generally
economic issues. Addressing the parliament last week (June 18) Merkel underlined
again that climate protection and digitization remain top priorities of the German
presidency23 saying that the EU’s ability to adapt to these challenges “will
determine whether we have creative, competitive companies and sustainable
secure jobs after the pandemic”. And she continued: “We know that others in the
world do not rest but act very decisively and very robustly”. The planned but already
cancelled EU-Sino summit would have been a good opportunity to address these
issues with one of the EU’s largest trade partners that is also one of its largest
competitors and increasingly seen as a “systemic rival”. But the pandemic has
partly overthrown these plans. A substitute videoconference “summit” with
Chinese President Xi Jinping on June 22 only brought very limited progress,
including Chancellor Merkel’s pet project, an EU-Chinese investment agreement.
As important as these issues are, there are two key areas that will occupy the
German presidency and require full attention on all political levels, above all the
Chancellor, of course: (i) negotiating the multiannual financial framework along
with the new recovery fund and (ii) the future relationship with the UK.
Germany – the largest contributor to the next MFF and recovery fund. The virtual
meeting of EU leaders last week on the next seven-year EU budget and the
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Finally, the German Constitutional Court’s ruling from May 5 on the ECB’s PSPP
might have served as a crucial reminder of the democratic limits to monetary policy
and returned the ball to politics. This might pressure Germany to reconsider its
European economic policy stance to a certain extent. The three-months deadline
set by the GCC to ban the Bundesbank from participating in the PSPP programme
unless the ECB conducts an adequate assessment of the programme’s
proportionality, runs out by August 5. While this is not directly related to the German
EU presidency, finding a way out of this dilemma will certainly keep German (and
European) politics busy as well. Media reports (Börsenzeitung June 25) indicate,
though, that a proper response might be just around the corner with the ECB
clearing relevant documents that could be handed over by the Bundesbank to
German politics allowing further insights into the question of proportionality of the
monetary measure PSPP.22

… rather advantages
… rather disadvantages
… advantages and disadvantages
Source : Forschungsgruppe Wahlen Politbarometer June 2020

Figure 54: Grants from the EU
recovery fund possible net balance
(estimate)
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The net balance from the EUR 310 bn grants part of the Recovery
and Resilience Facility is estimated as the balance of: national
maximum receipts as outlined in the COM(2020) 408 final/3 Annex;
national repayment contributions after 2027 based on EU27
members' share of GNI-based own resources (average 2014-2018).
Source : European Commission, Eurostat, Deutsche Bank Research

22 In addition, the just published ECB accounts of the June 3-4 meeting reveal that the Governing Council
spent a significant part of its meeting to discuss the benefits and (negative) side-effects of asset
purchases. This could be also seen as a move to defuse the legal impasse that followed the GCC’s ruling.
23 The overall priorities formulated in the trio programme of the next three three EU presidencies Germany,
Portugal and Slovenia, are: (i) consequences of the pandemic and improving European crisis
management (ii) important political objectives of the Strategic Agenda 2019-2024 (iii) negotiating the
multiannual financial framework along with the new recovery fund and (iv) the future relationship with
the UK.
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envisaged recovery fund did not lead to a breakthrough. Chancellor Merkel after the
meeting spoke of “very constructive talks” but also admitted that “the bridges we
have to build are large”. All eyes are now on the next meeting planned for July 17/18.
It could be the first one since the COVID-19 crisis for leaders to meet in person. Much
is at stake as the Commission suggests to increase a EUR 1.1 trillion EU budget with
a EUR 750 bn recovery package, EUR 500 bn of which should be provided to
members in form of non-repayable grants. Germany is eager to reach a quick
agreement to rapidly respond to the fallout of the pandemic and can be expected
to put in its own weight in negotiations to make this happen. While Germany
together with France already supported the large-scale provision of grants to
mitigate the fallout of the pandemic, there are some aspects of concern in the
upcoming talks, incl. the issue of rebates and the choice of indicators in the
Commission’s proposed allocation key (based among others on inverse GNI growth
and unemployment rates) for grants that has also caused irritation with other
members, in particular in CEE. According to the key, Germany would be eligible to
a maximum of 7% of the EUR 310 bn grant facility (or EUR 22 bn), compared to 21%
for Italy and 20% for Spain. Joint repayments of the grants would only start in 2028
and take thirty years. But assuming that these would take place only in the form of
additional member contributions to the budget (GNI-based own resources),
Germany would carry a substantial share of the net costs (around EUR 58 bn based
on Germany’s current share of budget contributions, or 19% of the total costs).
Therefore we expect that Germany will not just take the role of a mediator, but also
seek to secure its own interests in the upcoming negotiations.

Figure 55: Grant cap in the EU
Recovery and Resilience Facility (EC
proposal)
Maximum grants based on Commission allocation
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Brexit – over to Berlin. The last months have not seen any progress in the
negotiations on the future EU-UK relationship. Still, already shortly before the highlevel inconclusive meeting between Boris Johnson and the presidents of the three
EU institutions on June 15, the UK formally rejected any extension to the transition
period. Now the clock is ticking towards Dec 31, 2020 or in fact already before as
a deal needs to get the approval of the European Parliament and possibly national
ones. Much of the political attention of the German presidency in September/
October will thus be devoted to achieve an agreement and prevent another Brexit
drama – notwithstanding the fact that talks are conducted by the Commission and
Germany always supported Michel Barnier’s task as chief negotiator.
Limited scope of a deal – if any. The most-contentious issue is still the question of
a level playing field for EU and UK companies referring to questions such as state
aid, competition rules, labour and environmental regulations and more generally
the governance (e.g. dispute settlement) .While the UK wants to have leeway to
deviate from rules in these key areas the EU makes a commitment the precondition
for unhampered access to the single market. Without more flexibilities on both
sides a comprehensive deal seems more unrealistic than ever. And while the UK
might continue to pin some hopes on Germany’s strong interest in a trade deal,
Berlin’s position hasn’t changed since 2016: the unity of the single market has
priority over a cherry-picking and too generous compromises with the UK – an
approach backed by German business despite the threat of the corona crisis. In the
end, a no tariffs-no quotas trade deal with very limited scope in other areas might
be the only option remaining, possibly with a short implementation period beyond
end-2020. Still, business has to get ready for significant frictions on this trade front
while still struggling to get out of the corona-induced recession.

Figure 56: No agreement between
the EU and the UK would do great
harm economically to ...
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Deutsche Bank German Macro Surprise Index
The DB German Macro Surprise Index compares published economic data with
market forecasts and thus provides clues as to the direction of future forecast
revisions.
Figure 57: DB Macro Surprise Index
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Last 20 published economic data for Germany
Bloomberg Tickers
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Reporting
Publication date
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Current
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GRZEWI Index

ZEW Survey Expectations

5 2020

19/05/2020

51.0

30.0

21.0

0.0

1.0

GRZECURR Index

ZEW Survey Current Situation

5 2020

19/05/2020

-93.5

-86.6

-6.9

-1.1

0.1

GRGDPPGQ Index

GDP (% qoq)

3 2020

25/05/2020

-2.2

-2.2

0.0

-0.2

0.4

GRIMP95Y Index

Import Price Index (% yoy)

4 2020

29/05/2020

-7.4

-7.2

-0.2

0.2

0.6

GRFRIAMM Index

Retail Sales (% mom)

4 2020

29/05/2020

-6.5

-12.0

5.5

4.3

1.0

MPMIDEMA Index

Markit Manufacturing PMI

5 2020

01/06/2020
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36.8

-0.2

-0.3

0.3

MPMIDESA Index

Markit Services PMI

5 2020
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0.9

GRUECHNG Index

Unemployment Change (000's mom)
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03/06/2020
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0.0
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Factory Orders (% mom)
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0.0
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Markit Services PMI

6 2020

23/06/2020

45.8

45.8

0.0

0.0

0.5

MPMIDEMA Index

Markit Manufacturing PMI

6 2020

23/06/2020

44.6

44.6

0.0

0.0

0.4

GRIMP95Y Index

Import Price Index (% yoy)

5 2020

26/06/2020

-7.0

-6.9

-0.1

0.3

0.6

Updated by Marc Schattenberg and Jochen Moebert (+49) 69 910-31727, jochen.moebert@db.com
Source : Heiko Peters (2014). DB German Macro Surprise Index. Focus Germany, 4 August 2014
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Germany: Events of economic, fiscal and euro politics
Date

Event

Remarks

1 July

Germany takes over the six-months rotating
EU presidency until end-2020

Major topics will be the review of the COVID-19 crisis management, the
negotiations of the multiannual financial framework 2021-2027 and the
related Recovery Fund, post-Brexit relationship talks

9-10 July

Eurogroup and ECOFIN meeting, Brussels

Discussions of the EU's recovery measures

16 July

ECB Governing Council meeting, press
conference

The main topic will be the assessment of the current economic
development in Q3 and the further outlook after the economies of the euro
area are likely to have left the economic trough behind. In this context, the
ECB will discuss adjustments to its monetary policy measures.

17-18 July

Special European Council, Brussels

Leaders likely to meet in person for the first time since the COVID-19 crisis
to work towards an agreement of the 7-year budget and the EUR 750 bn
recovery fund. Germany eager to reach a quick agreement to rapidly
respond to the fallout of the pandemic. However, most of the details of the
plan are still hugely controversial.

5 August

Deadline for complying with the German
Constitutional Court's ruling on PSPP

The GCC set a three months deadline to comply with its ruling from 5 May
on an assessment of the proportionality of the ECB's PSPP. A proper
response might be in sight involving (indirectly) the ECB, the Bundesbank
and German politics.
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Germany: Data calendar
DB forecast

Last value

6 Jul 2020

8:00

New orders manufacturing (% mom, sa)

May

9.0

-25.8

7 Jul 2020

8:00

Industrial production (% mom, sa)

May

8.0

-22.0

9 Jul 2020

8:00

Trade balance (EUR bn, sa)

May

5.0

3.3

9 Jul 2020

8:00

Merchandise exports (% mom, sa)

May

10.0

-24.0

9 Jul 2020

8:00

Merchandise imports (% mom, sa)

May

11.0

-16.6

24 Jul 2020

9:30

Manufacturing PMI (Flash)

July

47.0

44.6
45.8

Date

Time

Data

Reporting period

24 Jul 2020

9:30

Services PMI (Flash)

July

49.0

27 Jul 2020

10:30

ifo business climate (Index, sa)

July

88.0

86.2

30 Jul 2020

8:00

Real GDP (Flash, % qoq)

Q2 2020

-14.0

-2.2

30 Jul 2020

9:55

Unemployment rate (%, sa)

July

6.5

6.3

30 Jul 2020

14:00

Consumer prices preliminary (% yoy, nsa)

July

-0.7

0.6

31 Jul 2020

8:00

Retail sales (% mom, sa)*

June

4.0

-6.5

*An earlier data release may be possible due to the Federal Statistical Office.
Source : Deutsche Bank Research, Federal Statistical Office, Federal Employment Agency, ifo, IHS Markit
Sebastian Becker, Marc Schattenberg, Jochen Möbert (+49) 69 910-31727
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Financial Forecasts
US

JP

EMU

GB

CH

SE

DK

NO

PL

HU

CZ

Current

0.125

-0.10

0.00

0.10

-0.75

0.00

-0.60

0.00

0.10

0.74

0.25

Jun 20

0.125

-0.10

0.00

0.10

-0.75

0.00

-0.75

1.50

0.10

1.75

0.25

Sep 20

0.125

-0.10

0.00

0.10

-0.75

0.00

-0.75

1.50

0.10

1.25

0.25

Dec 20

0.125

-0.10

0.00

0.10

-0.75

0.00

-0.75

1.50

0.10

0.90

0.25

-0.40

EUR/SEK EUR/DKK

EUR/NOK

EUR/PLN EUR/HUF

EUR/CZK

Key interest rate, %

3M interest rates, %
Current

0.31

-0.05

Jun 20

0.50

0.03

-0.40

Sep 20

0.40

0.03

-0.40

Dec 20

0.50

0.03

-0.40

10Y government bonds yields, %
Current

0.68

0.01

-0.47

Jun 20

0.50

0.00

-0.40

0.15
0.63

Sep 20

0.60

0.00

-0.28

0.60

Dec 20

0.70

0.00

-0.20

0.70

Exchange rates
EUR/USD

USD/JPY

EUR/GBP

GBP/USD

EUR/CHF

Current

1.12

106.91

0.91

1.24

1.06

10.46

Jun 20

1.10

105.00

0.92

1.20

1.05

Sep 20

1.12

100.00

0.96

1.17

Dec 20

1.15

100.00

0.96

1.20

7.45

10.86

4.46

353.64

10.50

10.75

4.55

360.00

27.25

1.02

10.75

10.50

4.50

365.00

27.00

1.00

11.00

10.25

4.45

365.00

26.50

7.46

26.71

Source : Bloomberg Finance LP, Deutsche Bank Research
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Germany – Data monitor

Business surveys and output
Aggregate
Ifo business climate
Ifo business expectations
Industry
Ifo manufacturing
Headline IP (% pop)
Orders (% pop)
Capacity Utilisation
Construction
Output (% pop)
Orders (% pop)
Ifo construction
Consumer demand
EC consumer survey
Retail sales (% pop)
New car reg. (% yoy)
Foreign sector
Foreign orders (% pop)
Exports (% pop)
Imports (% pop)
Net trade (sa EUR bn)
Labour market
Unemployment rate (%)
Change in unemployment (k)
Employment (% yoy)
Ifo employment barometer
Prices, wages and costs
Prices
Harmonised CPI (% yoy)
Core HICP (% yoy)
Harmonised PPI (% yoy)
Commodities, ex. Energy (% yoy)
Crude oil, Brent (USD/bbl)
Inflation expectations
EC household survey
EC industrial survey
Unit labour cost (% yoy)
Unit labour cost
Compensation
Hourly labour costs
Money (% yoy)
M3
M3 trend (3m cma)
Credit - private
Credit - public

Q2
2019

Q3
2019

Q4
2019

Q1
2020

Q2
2020

Jan
2020

Feb
2020

Mar
2020

Apr
2020

May
2020

Jun
2020

98.7
94.9

95.2
91.8

95.1
92.1

92.6
88.5

80.1
80.5

95.8
92.7

95.9
93.1

86.0
79.7

74.3
69.5

79.7
80.5

86.2
91.4

95.4
-2.0
-1.1
85.3

91.0
-0.8
-0.2
83.9

90.8
-1.7
-1.0
82.6

90.1
-2.3
-2.5
82.9

77.4

92.7
1.9
4.8

92.7
0.4
-1.2

84.9
-11.0
-15.0

72.8
-22.0
-25.8

76.7

82.8

1.7
-5.0
113.6

0.4
0.3
112.7

0.8
7.2
111.2

4.6
-4.2
106.6

6.8
1.8
107.9

-1.3
-6.5
108.0

-2.0
-10.5
103.8

-0.2
3.2
92.4

95.3

97.7

-1.7
0.1
0.9

-3.1
0.7
6.8

-3.3
0.2
13.7

-4.6
0.6
-20.3

-3.6
1.4
-7.3

-2.6
0.8
-10.8

-7.6
-2.6
-37.7

-16.3
-6.5
-61.1

0.9
-1.4
-1.0
54.1

0.0
0.6
-0.6
57.7

-1.0
0.6
0.7
57.7

-2.6
-3.5
-2.4
52.8

8.3
0.1
0.6
18.6

-3.2
1.3
-1.5
21.4

-16.0
-11.7
-5.0
12.8

-28.1
-24.0
-16.6
3.3

5.0
20.3
1.0
100.6

5.0
20.7
0.7
98.8

5.0
-5.3
0.6
99.0

5.0
-10.3
0.3
97.0

5.0
-4.0
0.4
99.6

5.0
-9.0
0.3
98.1

5.0
0.0
0.2
93.4

5.8
372.0
-0.5
86.3

6.3
238.0

1.6
1.5

1.0
0.9

1.2
1.5

1.5
1.3

1.6
1.3

1.7
1.4

1.3
1.3

0.8
1.0

0.5
1.1

0.2
68.6

6.3
62.1

5.3
62.5

2.1
50.7

9.1
63.4

0.2
55.8

-2.5
33.9

-7.3
26.9

-4.8
32.6

33.8
7.1

33.7
2.2

31.6
2.7

34.3
2.2

35.1
3.2

34.4
3.4

33.3
0.0

42.3
-4.6

44.0
-6.0

4.3
3.3
4.2

2.9
3.6
3.0

3.0
2.7
3.5

4.1
1.8
3.5

4.8

5.1

4.6

6.7

4.7

4.7

6.7

6.3

4.6
5.7

4.5
3.1

4.9
-5.9

5.3
5.0

4.8
7.1

4.9
3.6

5.3
5.0

5.3
2.5

71.4

95.1

89.0

-14.8
-49.5

88.3

92.3

40.4

% pop = % change this period over previous period.
Source : Deutsche Bundesbank, European Commission, Eurostat, Federal Employment Agency, German Federal
Statistical Office, HWWI, ifo, IHS Markit
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Appendix 1
Important Disclosures
*Other information available upon request
*Prices are current as of the end of the previous trading session unless otherwise indicated and are sourced from local
exchanges via Reuters, Bloomberg and other vendors . Other information is sourced from Deutsche Bank, subject companies,
and other sources. For disclosures pertaining to recommendations or estimates made on securities other than the primary
subject of this research, please see the most recently published company report or visit our global disclosure look-up page on
our website at https://research.db.com/Research/Disclosures/CompanySearch. Aside from within this report, important risk
and conflict disclosures can also be found at https://research.db.com/Research/Topics/Equities?topicId=RB0002. Investors
are strongly encouraged to review this information before investing.

Analyst Certification
The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the undersigned lead analyst(s). In addition, the
undersigned lead analyst(s) has not and will not receive any compensation for providing a specific recommendation or view
in this report. Stefan Schneider, Sebastian Becker, Barbara Boettcher, Eric Heymann, Kevin Koerner, Jochen Moebert, Marc
Schattenberg.
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Additional Information
The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Deutsche Bank AG or one of its affiliates (collectively 'Deutsche
Bank'). Though the information herein is believed to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be
reliable, Deutsche Bank makes no representation as to its accuracy or completeness. Hyperlinks to third-party websites in this
report are provided for reader convenience only. Deutsche Bank neither endorses the content nor is responsible for the
accuracy or security controls of those websites.
If you use the services of Deutsche Bank in connection with a purchase or sale of a security that is discussed in this report, or
is included or discussed in another communication (oral or written) from a Deutsche Bank analyst, Deutsche Bank may act as
principal for its own account or as agent for another person.
Deutsche Bank may consider this report in deciding to trade as principal. It may also engage in transactions, for its own account
or with customers, in a manner inconsistent with the views taken in this research report. Others within Deutsche Bank,
including strategists, sales staff and other analysts, may take views that are inconsistent with those taken in this research
report. Deutsche Bank issues a variety of research products, including fundamental analysis, equity-linked analysis,
quantitative analysis and trade ideas. Recommendations contained in one type of communication may differ from
recommendations contained in others, whether as a result of differing time horizons, methodologies, perspectives or
otherwise. Deutsche Bank and/or its affiliates may also be holding debt or equity securities of the issuers it writes on. Analysts
are paid in part based on the profitability of Deutsche Bank AG and its affiliates, which includes investment banking, trading
and principal trading revenues.
Opinions, estimates and projections constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of Deutsche Bank and are subject to change without notice. Deutsche Bank provides liquidity
for buyers and sellers of securities issued by the companies it covers. Deutsche Bank research analysts sometimes have
shorter-term trade ideas that may be inconsistent with Deutsche Bank's existing longer-term ratings. Some trade ideas for
equities are listed as Catalyst Calls on the Research Website (https://research.db.com/Research/) , and can be found on the
general coverage list and also on the covered company’s page. A Catalyst Call represents a high-conviction belief by an analyst
that a stock will outperform or underperform the market and/or a specified sector over a time frame of no less than two weeks
and no more than three months. In addition to Catalyst Calls, analysts may occasionally discuss with our clients, and with
Deutsche Bank salespersons and traders, trading strategies or ideas that reference catalysts or events that may have a nearterm or medium-term impact on the market price of the securities discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally
counter to the analysts' current 12-month view of total return or investment return as described herein. Deutsche Bank has
no obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a recipient thereof if an opinion, forecast or estimate
changes or becomes inaccurate. Coverage and the frequency of changes in market conditions and in both general and
company-specific economic prospects make it difficult to update research at defined intervals. Updates are at the sole
discretion of the coverage analyst or of the Research Department Management, and the majority of reports are published at
irregular intervals. This report is provided for informational purposes only and does not take into account the particular
investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. It is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or
sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Target prices are inherently imprecise and a
product of the analyst’s judgment. The financial instruments discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, and
investors must make their own informed investment decisions. Prices and availability of financial instruments are subject to
change without notice, and investment transactions can lead to losses as a result of price fluctuations and other factors. If a
financial instrument is denominated in a currency other than an investor's currency, a change in exchange rates may adversely
affect the investment. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Performance calculations exclude
transaction costs, unless otherwise indicated. Unless otherwise indicated, prices are current as of the end of the previous
trading session and are sourced from local exchanges via Reuters, Bloomberg and other vendors. Data is also sourced from
Deutsche Bank, subject companies, and other parties.
The Deutsche Bank Research Department is independent of other business divisions of the Bank. Details regarding our
organizational arrangements and information barriers we have to prevent and avoid conflicts of interest with respect to our
research are available on our website (https://research.db.com/Research/) under Disclaimer.
Macroeconomic fluctuations often account for most of the risks associated with exposures to instruments that promise to pay
fixed or variable interest rates. For an investor who is long fixed-rate instruments (thus receiving these cash flows), increases
in interest rates naturally lift the discount factors applied to the expected cash flows and thus cause a loss. The longer the
maturity of a certain cash flow and the higher the move in the discount factor, the higher will be the loss. Upside surprises in
inflation, fiscal funding needs, and FX depreciation rates are among the most common adverse macroeconomic shocks to
receivers. But counterparty exposure, issuer creditworthiness, client segmentation, regulation (including changes in assets
holding limits for different types of investors), changes in tax policies, currency convertibility (which may constrain currency
conversion, repatriation of profits and/or liquidation of positions), and settlement issues related to local clearing houses are
also important risk factors. The sensitivity of fixed-income instruments to macroeconomic shocks may be mitigated by
indexing the contracted cash flows to inflation, to FX depreciation, or to specified interest rates – these are common in
emerging markets. The index fixings may – by construction – lag or mis-measure the actual move in the underlying variables
they are intended to track. The choice of the proper fixing (or metric) is particularly important in swaps markets, where floating
coupon rates (i.e., coupons indexed to a typically short-dated interest rate reference index) are exchanged for fixed coupons.
Funding in a currency that differs from the currency in which coupons are denominated carries FX risk. Options on swaps
(swaptions) the risks typical to options in addition to the risks related to rates movements.
Derivative transactions involve numerous risks including market, counterparty default and illiquidity risk. The appropriateness
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of these products for use by investors depends on the investors' own circumstances, including their tax position, their
regulatory environment and the nature of their other assets and liabilities; as such, investors should take expert legal and
financial advice before entering into any transaction similar to or inspired by the contents of this publication. The risk of loss
in futures trading and options, foreign or domestic, can be substantial. As a result of the high degree of leverage obtainable
in futures and options trading, losses may be incurred that are greater than the amount of funds initially deposited – up to
theoretically unlimited losses. Trading in options involves risk and is not suitable for all investors. Prior to buying or selling an
option, investors must review the 'Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options”, at http://www.optionsclearing.com/
about/publications/character-risks.jsp. If you are unable to access the website, please contact your Deutsche Bank
representative for a copy of this important document.
Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: (i) exchange
rates can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (ii) the value of currencies may be affected by numerous market
factors, including world and national economic, political and regulatory events, events in equity and debt markets and changes
in interest rates; and (iii) currencies may be subject to devaluation or government-imposed exchange controls, which could
affect the value of the currency. Investors in securities such as ADRs, whose values are affected by the currency of an
underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.
Unless governing law provides otherwise, all transactions should be executed through the Deutsche Bank entity in the
investor's home jurisdiction. Aside from within this report, important conflict disclosures can also be found at https://
research.db.com/Research/ on each company’s research page. Investors are strongly encouraged to review this information
before investing.
Deutsche Bank (which includes Deutsche Bank AG, its branches and affiliated companies) is not acting as a financial adviser,
consultant or fiduciary to you or any of your agents (collectively, “You” or “Your”) with respect to any information provided in
this report. Deutsche Bank does not provide investment, legal, tax or accounting advice, Deutsche Bank is not acting as your
impartial adviser, and does not express any opinion or recommendation whatsoever as to any strategies, products or any other
information presented in the materials. Information contained herein is being provided solely on the basis that the recipient
will make an independent assessment of the merits of any investment decision, and it does not constitute a recommendation
of, or express an opinion on, any product or service or any trading strategy.
The information presented is general in nature and is not directed to retirement accounts or any specific person or account type,
and is therefore provided to You on the express basis that it is not advice, and You may not rely upon it in making Your decision.
The information we provide is being directed only to persons we believe to be financially sophisticated, who are capable of
evaluating investment risks independently, both in general and with regard to particular transactions and investment
strategies, and who understand that Deutsche Bank has financial interests in the offering of its products and services. If this
is not the case, or if You are an IRA or other retail investor receiving this directly from us, we ask that you inform us immediately.
In July 2018, Deutsche Bank revised its rating system for short term ideas whereby the branding has been changed to Catalyst
Calls (“CC”) from SOLAR ideas; the rating categories for Catalyst Calls originated in the Americas region have been made
consistent with the categories used by Analysts globally; and the effective time period for CCs has been reduced from a
maximum of 180 days to 90 days.
During the period November 2018 to March 2020 Deutsche Bank may have been showing incomplete information regarding
Disclosure 1 in some parts of the equity research and debt research coverage. If you require any further information please
contact DVS.Support@db.com.
United States: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank Securities Incorporated, a member of FINRA, NFA and SIPC.
Analysts located outside of the United States are employed by non-US affiliates that are not subject to FINRA regulations.
Germany: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, a joint stock corporation with limited liability incorporated in
the Federal Republic of Germany with its principal office in Frankfurt am Main. Deutsche Bank AG is authorized under German
Banking Law and is subject to supervision by the European Central Bank and by BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial
Supervisory Authority.
United Kingdom: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank AG acting through its London Branch at Winchester House,
1 Great Winchester Street, London EC2N 2DB. Deutsche Bank AG in the United Kingdom is authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and is subject to limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority and Financial Conduct
Authority. Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation are available on request.
Hong Kong SAR: Distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, Hong Kong Branch, except for any research content relating to futures
contracts within the meaning of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Ordinance Cap. 571. Research reports on such futures
contracts are not intended for access by persons who are located, incorporated, constituted or resident in Hong Kong. The
author(s) of a research report may not be licensed to carry on regulated activities in Hong Kong, and if not licensed, do not hold
themselves out as being able to do so. The provisions set out above in the 'Additional Information' section shall apply to the
fullest extent permissible by local laws and regulations, including without limitation the Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed
or Registered with the Securities and Futures Commission. This report is intended for distribution only to 'professional
investors' as defined in Part 1 of Schedule of the SFO. This document must not be acted or relied on by persons who are not
professional investors. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to professional
investors and will be engaged only with professional investors.
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